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Athletic
fee vote
postponed.
Regent .calls
for referendum
by Roger Simmons
Managing editor

The university's plan to
present the proposed $15 a
semester athletic fee to the
Board of Regents for its approval has been postponed
until May, student regent
Frank Graham told the
Future Tuesday.
Graham said that the
Board of Regents will wait
and look at all Florida
universities' fee proposals
at one time during its May
meeting.
UCF President Trevor
Colbourn told Future
Editor in Chief Julie Norris
Monday that the BOR
wanted to look at all of the
universities' proposed fees
together. He said that
some of the schools were
not ready to present their
fees in time for the March
meeting, so the BOR will
look at the fees at the later
meeting.
Graham said that he had
received letters, both pro
and con, from UCF about
the proposed athletic fee.
He also said that he has a
copy of the 1,600 signature
"Proposition UCF" petition calling for a referendum on the proposed fee.
"I have faith and conFee, page 6

Faculty senate questions fee
by Dana Menk
Future news

The Faculty Senate passed
a resolution March 8 which
expressed concern over the
imposition of a · $30 annual
athletic fee when no student
referendum was held to determine the amount of support.
The 50-member senate
voted 21-13 in favor of the
resolutio.n after hearing

discussion on both sides of
the issue.
Dr. Robert Flick; who introduced the resolution, said
the proposal of an athletic fee
during a time of academic
need gives the appearance of
misplaced priorities. He also
said in the resolution that it
appears to be unfair to ask
students to pay for a deficit
they did not create.
Dr. Leslie Ellis, vice presi-

J

dent for academic affairs, said
that without the increased
athletic fee it would be difficult to continue _the athletic
program. He said a committee of four students an~ four
faculty/administrators- was
formed under the legi~lature
to set the fee.
But Flick questioned the
makeup of the committee
which included no · women
even though they constitute

about half of the student
body. He also stated in the
resolution than an athletic
fee, unlike a health fee, does
not provide ·a· necessary service to bene.fit all students.
There seems to be no alternative to the athletic fee ac-.
cording to several !acuity
senators.
Dr. Linda Malone of the
Senate, page 6

Parties to
raise funds
fOr parking
._by Richard Feldman
Special to the Future

Student Government ' s
Traffic and Parking committee has come up with an idea
to give students a chance to
do something about t he scar city of parking spaces at
UCF. A parking lot party has .
been planned to help generate
funds to "build new, and pave
existing parking lots,'' .according to committee member
Bryan McMannis.
Ql
The party will be held at
~ Lake Claire on April 14 from
~O; 7 p.m. to 1 a.m: Tickets will
0 cost $5 per person and will go
·~ . on sale April 9 at the Kiosk.
: . : That price includes all the
beer you can drink, an outdoor movie and prizes
Jeffery Prince, left, relaxes while technician Nina Pologruto taps his arm for a pint of blood. donated by area businesses to
be given in a drawing held
Donors lined up at the two blood mobiles Tuesday and Wednesday to give blood in record
ticket stubs.
from
numbers. According to Ellen LeMosy, president of the Pre-Professional Medical Society, the
According
to McMannis,
sponsor of the drive, ovei: 400 pints, of blood were .given during the two days. The ol~ UCF
the cost of the party ,
record was 300 pints. LeMosy also attributed part of the hefty turnout to greek organizatfons
estimated at $6,000, will be
which got ext~a Greek Week poi~ts for turning out members for the drive.
funded entirely by Student

·rake all you w.ant

Parties, page 6

Geary blocks Rotter's plan for SOC courses
by Vivian Katz
South Orlando Bureau

Student body President Mark Geary has
denied a request by South Orlando Campus
representatives to subsidize classes at SOC
this summer with student Activity and Service fee money.
Student.Sen. Rob Rotter and SOC representatives Dana Menk, Stephan Lewis and Steve
Parrish voted recently to allocate funds from
SOC accounts to subsidize classes at SOC
canceled by the administration due to budget
cuts.
In a memo to Geary dated March 9, Rotter
asked him to release $5,000 from the SOC account so Dr. John Bolte, vice president of
academic affairs, could plan three co.u rses for
the summer term. Geary responded in a

mem0 to Rotter dated March 19 and said Activity and Service fee money was supplementary and could not be used to directly fund
courses. Geary said using ASF money in such
a way would "set a very dangerous precedent
for the main campus Activity and Service
fees." He also said Wednesday that he questions Rotter's authority to request the money
since his position as chairman of SOC's student government is in question.
Rotter tested SOC student sentiment about
the proposal in a survey prior to spring break.
Rotter reported Monday that l42 students
supported the move, 14 opposed it and four
did not reply. The
survey included
questions
I'
.
about the proposed athletic fee, SOC chart~r
and a vote of confidence for the SOC represenCourses, page "8 . Mark Geary

Rob Rotter

Page 2
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News beat
Marching band looks for new talent
The Music Department is having tryouts for the auxiliary
units of the UCF Marching Band in the Music Rehearsal Hall.
Tryouts for drum major will be Monday at 4 p.m. Tryouts for
feature twirler will be April 1 at 4 p.m. Flag corps and rifle
corps tryouts will be April 9 at 4 p.m. Majorette and dance
lines tryouts wUl be April 16 at 4 p.m. For more information
call band director Jerry Gardner at 275-2867.

Kassim to speak at philosophy club .
The philosophy club has reorganized and plans to hold
discussion groups for those with an interest in philosophical
issues. The club will also sponsor lectures for the student body.
Dr. Husain Kassim of the Department of Humanities,
Philosophy and Religion will lecture on "Existential Death"
today from 2 to 4 p.m. in HF A 126. For dates and times of
other meetings and lectures call the Department of
Humanities, Philospohy and Religion at 275-2273.

0c

.Q

~

~

'Josh' returns to UCF for lecture

'a'
0
.c.
Q._

Lecturer and writer Josh McDowell will be speaking on
"How to Be a Good Lover" Wednesday at noon iQ the Student
Center Auditorium. McDowell has spoke at more than 600 coll_ege campuses and has written many books on human relationships. He is returning to UCF after an appearance here last
year. For more information call the United Campus Ministry
at 275-2468.
·

A winning style
John Roth, far left, of Florida Informanagement Services, presents copies of a style guide
and standard manual to members of the UCF technical writing program. The team researched,
planned and wrote the entire manual for FIS. Pictured after Roth from left to right are: Dr.
Daniel Jones, Gloria Jaffe, Dr. Stuart Omans, -Phyllis Ednie, Shawn Sincoski and in foreground,
Karen Severino.

Martial arts club holds workshop
The UCF Aikido Club/Budokai is holdong its annual spring
workshop in the Education Building's multipurpose room this
weekend. Visitors are welcome to watch free of charge. The
workshop times are tonight from 7 to 9 p.m., Saturday from 1
to 3 p.m. and 7 to 9 p.m. and Sunday from 10 a.m. to noon and
1 to 3 p.m. Diplomas for advanced degrees will be given during
the Saturday evening practice. For more information call
275-1338 or 273-4970.

Library to have sidewalk sale
The UCF library will have a sale April 12 from 1to4 p.m. on
the sidewalk between the Library and the Bookstore. If rained
out, the sale will be held April 19. The books on sale have been
donated to the Library and cannot be added to the existing collection.' The monies resulting from their sale will go toward
purchasing new books for the library.

People in the news
A UCF professor will travel
to England next week to present a paper to the Roundtable on Political and Financial Corruption. Dr. Philip·
Pollock of the political sCience
department was invited by
the International Political

umn _devoted to the recognition
of' awards and
achievements by · UCF's
.students, staff and faculty.
Contributions should be
typed, double-spaced on a
60-space line and submitted
People in the news is a col- one week before.publication.

Science Association to present his paper, "Politics and
Markets in American National Elections," to the
roundtable in Oxford Monday
and Tuesday.

Campus close-up

secretary of state and national security adviser Henry
Kissinger canceled his March
13 speaking engagement at
the University of South
Florida. Kissinger's agent,
The financial aid office is accepting applications for a UCF' s
Harry Walker, was told not fo
Women's Club scholarship for the 1984-85 academic year. ApBogus posters promise
comment about the reason he
plicants must have a 3.0 grade point average · or better in Allen visit- Posters promising
would not come tq the camacademic subjects, be a single head of household, a full-time a visit to Yale University by
pus. A group of students and
undergraduate student and meet other criteria. Deadline for comedian Woody Allen were
professors had mounted a
applications is April 2. For more information call Don Baldwin false; Allen never showed.
protest against Kissinger's
at 275-2827.
Pranksters put the posters up
visit. USF's University Lecand attributed the false inforture Series committee had
mation to the campus Film
already paid Kissinger
Study Center. Officials at the
Official says "killer" game $20,000 to come to the camApplications are being accepted for the 1984-85 Academic
center said the posters fanned unsafe- The game "Assassin" pus. This money will be
Peer Advisement Team. Requirements are an overall grade
rumors and said they did not is unsafe and morally returned to the ULS. Kisspoint average of 2.5, an interest in academic advisement and a
pµt them up.
reprehensible according to inger did speak at his March
desire to work with the-incoming freshman class. Applications
Princeton University ad- 12 engagement at Eckerd Colare in t}_?.e Counseling and Testing Center, AD 145.
· Students protest wage cut- minstrators, but it cannot be lege.
One hundred students at the banned from campus.
University of Minnesota "Assassin" is a version of the
blitzed
a Board of Regents "killer" games prevalent on
The humanities division of Seminole Community College is
USF music protestersmeeting
to protest a plan to college campuses. The dean of
hav· g its Arts Week April 1-8. The week will feature a
About
35 students from the
prev'ew of the art gallery, choral and jazz ensembles, band and cut student employee wages students wanted to ban the
music
department marched
dance conc~rts and a theater production of Last Days at the 20 percent. Students working game but said the only way he
on
the
Administration
Dixie Girl Cafe. Most of the events are free of charge but in non-academic jobs such as could do it would be for parBuilding
to
protest the adothers have an admission price. For more information call custodians, clerks, lab techni- ticipants to break university
ministrators'
decision not to
cians and h@spital workers rules.
323-1450, ext. 399.
renew
music
professor
would be affected. One stuStanley
DeRusha
's
contract .
. dent told the regents, "I
DeRusha
was
charged
with
wonder how many student
at
his
sexual
harassment
jobs
could
be
created
if
one
The East Orange Community Center is having its "Fiesta In
former
job
at
Michigan
State
administrator
took
even
a
10
the Country" April 28 from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Activities will inUniversity. The students
clude a pancake breakfast, exhibits and flea market booths, percent ~ay cut."
played
instruments and cargame booths, cloggers and a barbecue lunch. Booth and exried
signs
that said, "Stan is
Agency
pushes
for
campus
hibit rental prices are $20 for all day and $7.50 for the flea
our
man."
Students say they
safety
for
womenThe
Stumarket booths. Proceeds will go towards building a communiKissinger cancels USF plan to keep up the protests.
ty gymatorium. For more information call Joy Pettry at dent Association of the State
Former (From the USP Oracle)
University of New York is engagement273-2941.
lobbying for _a presidential
task force on women's safety
on New York college campuses. The group is pushing
for proper lighting, availability of rape crisis hotlines, outdoor _security phones, "safe
houses'' in student residential
areas and creation of safety
awareness programs in housing units. The association
also wants the student media
iilformed of all reported rapes.

Deadline for scholarship April 2

•••

Advisement team adds members

•••

•••

SCC ·Arts Week April 1-8

EOCC has a 'Fiesta in the Country'

•••
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Coors boycott .
Union ostracizes Rocki·es' brew after owner's remcirks
by Wayne Starr
Future news

An AFL-CIO organized
campus boycott of the Coors
brewery will not have much
effect on UCF beer consump-

ti on.
SAGA, the university-wide
food service, quit selling the
beer about a month ago. But
the decision to cancel Coors
had nothing to do with the
union-backed boycott that

has been effective thus far only in California. So says
Shawn Sharp, the· man in
charge of purchasing beer for
the Knights Den, the only
place on campus where beer is
sold.
Sharp says Coors was sold
· in the Knights Den for about
a year, then was dropped
"because it wasn't selling."
"We were selling about a keg
of Coors a week, much less
than our other brands, Busch,
Budweiser and Miller Lite."
In fact, neither Sharp nor
the Black Student Union nor
the Student Center programming office krtew ·anything
about the ' boycott until
notified by the Future.
An upsurge, in boycott activities followed a speech
made by William K. Coors,
chairman and chief executive
officer of the Adolph Coors
Co., in which he aliegedly called blacks ''intellectually inferior." Coors made the
speech Feb. 23 in Denver
before a group of 110 minority business owners. The
Rocky Mountain News
~- quoted Coors as saying, "One
~of ·the best things they (the
~ slave traders) did for you is to
~ drag your ancestors over here
~ in chains.''
The comments were greeted

with ire in Denver, where
black civic, business and
church leaders condemned the
speech.
Black city council member
Hiawatha Davis told the
Rocky Mountain News, "I
think Coors has invited some
kind of economic boycott...
Coors has invited the outrage
and hostility of a whole people by what I think is an absolute supremacist view."
Bishop R.H. Brookins,
leader of the 200,000 member
Fifth Episcopal District of
the African · Methodist
E.piscopal Church called for a
:national boycott, saying, ''the
best way to stop Mr. Coors is
to stop drinking his beer.
That will stop his profits and
that will stop his mouth."
Ironically, Coors made the
comments just a few days
after two California colleges,
University of CaliforniaSanta Barbara and Cal StateLong Beach, dropped their
boycotts of the beer. Those
boycotts began two years ago
when an AFL-CIO union lost
a strike at Coors over alleged
discrimination
against
women and minorities. The
union also claimed the
Golden, Colo. brewery asked
questions on mandatory lie
detector tests that had no

bearing_ on employee performance, covering such topics
as sexual and political
preference. The Coors practices drew nationwide attention in the fall of 1982 when
60 Minutes visited the Coors
operation.
The first Coors boycott was
launched back in 1968 at the
University ·of Colorado when
students protested conservative brewer Joseph Coors'
proposals to punish anti-war
students and control the campus' speaker program.
Boycotts are currently in effect at San Diego State,
University of California
-Berkeley and UCLA.
Randy Robertson, VicePresident of marketing for
the Schenck Company, the
local Coors distributor, said
Coors was misquoted by the
Denver newspaper and that
Alan Gerstein, business
editor of the Rocky Mountain
News apologized for the
headline of the story which
read "Coors calls blacks 'intellectual inferiors'" and the
first paragraph.
In an interview with the
Future Wedne~day, Gerst.ein
denies apologizing. He. says
the clarification the paper ran
Coors, page 4

JAMES
SP KER
S.G. PRESIDENT

S.G. VICE-PRESIDENT

Stuart James

Cindy Spraker

0 Chairman, Activity & S rvic:e Fee Committee

0 Pro Tempore, 16th Studrnt Senate

0 Chairman, O rganizati o n, Appropriation, & Finance
Committee

0 Senator, 13,

EXPERIENCE

Comrnitte
[] 'en, tor IS

16th Sut dC'nt Senate·

0 Registered S < te Lob byist

0 Past chairman of three S.G. Committees

0 Executive Co-C ha irman Parking Lot Cimmitte<'

0 Past Cahirman. (PAC) Homecoming King &Queen

0 Board of Reg<'nts- spokesman ·ol<.'ir\g studmt i'

EXPECT MORE from a tC'am that knows State,
University, and Student Go ernrnent laws and will
make tlw1i1 work for ~·ou.

EXPECT MORE input on a Sta e I ·vel to gl-'t UCF's

Engi1 ·· ir g Green

EXPECT MORE through expanded student s<'rvices
provided for YOU through Student Government.

EXPECT MORE from a Student Covernnwnt that
ill work for the Students.

Students Should Expect & Demand

MORE WITH
James-Spraker

In '84
l

I
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Senate notebook
.
.

Senate votes to light up .A lafaya Trail
Florida Power is paying for
the installation of the light
Managing eaitor
and their maintenance, accorAlafaya Trail will get street ing to Rotter. The lights will
lights soon, thanks to a bill be i~stalled from the universipassed by the UCF student ty 's entrances to State Road
senate Tuesday.
50 .
by Roger Simmons

the lights?
Student body President
Mark Geary said he was
against the bill and would
rather wait and look into the
possibility of "setting up . a
special taxing district" where
the owners along Alafaya
would pay for the lights. He
also said he thought "the
senate should not fund projects going off campus."

The bill, introduced by
Sens. Rob Rotter and Stuart
·James, calls for Student
Government to pay $1,000 for
the street lights for several
months. After that period,
the senate hopes that land
owners along Alafaya will
start picking up the tab for
the lighting. ·

Sen. Den:rlis Lasley asked
whether the senate should be
spending such a large amount
of money for an off campus
project. He said that the project would be benefiting a
large number of non-students
who live in the area. He questioned the bill, saying, "Is it
our responsibility" to provide

James, speaking in favor of
the bill, said owners of apartment complexes along the
road did not want to pay for
the lights. He also sai<;l that

the next day simply said ''The
quotes attributed to William
K. Coors in the Friday Feb. 24
editions were reported accurately. Mr. Coors' remarks
referred to African natives,
not blacks in general. ' '
Robertson said the AFLCIO and the .Teamsters have
been "very bitter" since the
brewery workers voted the
union out. "It's the only
brewery not in their pocket.
They 're trying to do
everything they can to hurt
Coors.
"In reality, Coors.is supportive of all minorities," Robert-

son said. They work with major organizations- like Operation PUSH ·and the Urban
League. Many black leaders
defend Bill Coors, and the ·
company has been commended by the state of Colorado for
its minority hiring practices,''
Robertson said.
Robertson admitted that
Coors is outspoken. "He says
what's on his mind. He is not
a rubber-stamp corporate
head,' ' he said.
In an attempt to shore up
its floundering image, Coors
is sponsoring movies and
other events at campuses ·

across the ~ountry. The
Knights Den is showing a
series of six of the Coorssponsored films. Four have
already been Ghown. Now For
Something Completely Different is scheduled for April 4
and Cheech and Chong' s Nice
Dreams will be shown April
18. Bottled Coors beer is sold
during the shows. The Program ,and Activities Council
is under no obligation to show
the last two films, said Vera
Williams, assistant program
director. She said PAC gets
the films free and does no
advertising for Coors.

the project could be an example of positive "image
building'' for SG.
Sen. Mary MacArthur said
that SG should fund tlie
lighting, even if it is only for a
short period, in order to show
students and residents on
Alafaya the difference
lighting could 11t8-ke in the
area. She said that after they
have seen the difference, they
will be more willing to pay for
the lighting. "No one was intending (for the senate) to pay
for the lights forever,''
MacArthur said.
In other senate news:

The senate passed a bill
which extends the due date
for the Activity and Service
Fee budget.
Each year, a committee is
established within Student
Government to allocate over
$1 million to campus
organizations. The organizations must submit budgets
which are approved by the
ASF committee and then
presented to the senate for its
approval.
The bill called for an extention to April 10 to be given to
the committee _so that the
budget can be completed.

Assault occurs in park
eA sexual battery was
repor.ted on Research Park
Road, bordering the UCF
campus, March 16. The incident was within the Orange
County
Sheriff's
Department's jurisdiction.

•A 22-year-old UCF student reported that $124 and
two credit cards were stolen
from her dorm room
sometime between March 6
and March 11. The Police

Department is conducting an
investigation.

' e A 19-year-old man was arrested and charged with
trespassing after being warned March 11. Gregory
Malcolm Cox, 12140 Darwin
Drive, Orlando was given a
trespass warning by UCF
police Feb. 17 and warned to
stay off campus. Cox was
spotted in Polk Hall agai.n
March 11 and arrested and
booked by UCF police.

STAFF POSIJION OPENING

Responsibilities
1. Implementing broadcast criteria,programming,and procedures
as relayed by the radio manager.
2. Supervising the station and its personnel.
3. Maintaining current accounting procedures and budgets.
4. Preparing bi-weekly payroll and payroll records.
5. Developing special program ideas and or format revision.
6. Other duties.
Qualifications
.
1. Must be a student at UCF.
2. Must be currently enrolled in a minimum of 6 semester hours
at UCF.
3. Must have a GPA of at least 2.0 or higher.
Position Dates
Position effective April 20, 1984 through April 24, 1985.
Supervisor
Salary
Reports to the radio manager. $4.00 per hour (20 hours weekly)
Deadline for application
Submit letter application with resume' to Chuck Ruby,radio
manager,WUCF-FMJibrary suite 160,UCF no later than April 2, 1984.

of

Mainst·ream is geared to college and cafeer _minded young adults
.and singles ages 18-30. This ministry will help equip youn g adults for the
· major challenges of life-developing a career and preparations for marriage. Are you looking f9r happiness? No matter what you do,fulfillment
can only be found in Jesus Christ. He wants you to know Him personally.
Come and learn how great life can be.
-

MJllNSTREJIM
Tuesday Evenings at 7:30 p.·m. Calvary Towers Comm·unity Room
CALVARY ASSEMBLY
1199 Clay Street, Winter Park.Fl. 32789. 644-1199
Located between Par and Fairbanks exits off 1-4
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Campuses taking to electronic message boards
DALLAS, Texas ~CPS)
Electronic News Network,
the experimental new campus
medium that delivers national
and a smattering of local college news to students via
moving message boards, apparently has become a big hit.
ENN recently announced it
has wired its 150th campus
and has plans to be on 50 to
100 more campuses "over the
next few months," reports
Richard Mackey, E NN 's chief
operating officer.
While Mackey would not
say if ENN is profitable yet,
his outlook is clearly bullish
and the response of the
schools with ENN message
boards has been good.
"We've been real satisfied
with the res.ponse from
students," says Becky
Deaver, publicity manager for
the University of TexasAustin's student union.
"It doesn't cost the school
anything and we can send our
campus activities promotions
off to have them displayed on
the board along with the news
and in.formation," she says.
The electronic bulletin
boards-similar to those used
by banks and other
businesses-display news, information and ads 24 hours a
day.
ENN giv~s the message
board equipment to participating schools, installs it
·and connects the service to

the company's mainframe
computer in Dallas.
"We derive our income
from selling ads to companies
like American Express, the
Wall Street Journal and
Jostens," Mackey explains.
A 20-character ad that
would go to all campuses
ENN serves would cost an
advertiser $15,000 a month or
$157,000 for a year.
But advertisers can go to
some-or all-of ENN's campuses, too. To aQ.vertise to
University of MarylandCollege Park students, for example, would cost $400 ' a
month for a 20-character
message.
Like
most
ventures-newspaper inserts, a
new ad-supported music
videotape syndication, the
Campus Entertainment Network-which all seek to appeal to the ~ollege market,
ENN mostly disregards
smaller colleges. __
The reason Is that advertisers pay "per impression,"
or number of times student
see their messages. The fewer
the number of students on
campus, the fewer potential
impressions there are. Consequently, ENN and the others
cannot charge advertisers
enough to make a big enough
profit from smaller campuses.
"We're

targeting · ourselves to a $45
billion a year market,"
Mackey says.
His boards now reach a
potential of "about 2.2
million" students, he says,
adding up to "about 40
million impressions each
month.''
''Every morning we program the day's news and
sports, along with what's
happening on each particular
campus, into the campus'
own computer that drives the
message boards,'" Mackey
says. "The messages recycle
about every eight minutes
and are roughly eighty percent news and information
and twenty percent ads.''
"We realy enjoy them,"
says John Ellinger, associate
director of Ohio State's student union. '"The service
itself, and the messages we
put .o n them, have been very
Students get the news off a new message board installed on
well received."
their campus.

The cure
for pollution

lsi>e91>1e.

Working~
~~~~

Some places ask you about your education,
special training ... even your age. At the
Red Cross we-ask if you want_to help others.
Say yes. Be a Red Cross volunteer.
We'll help. Will you?

re~~Cfl~~s
~

College Night

§

Tuesday Nights 7-11

~

* Present your school l.D. and
receive Happy Hour prices.
* Ladies Night Wed. 7-9
Free Champagne
* 2 for 1 Cocktails
During Daily Happy Hours

§

~

§

!
§

4007 East Colonial Dr.
Orlando.Fl. 32803

~

§
~

§
~

(305) 896-5888

§--.~~~t{Z:_<Q>t.q>~t.Q'>!,Q>c.Q">~..q.~

David E. HaDkins, O.D.
(UCF, 1977)
Eye Care•Contact Lenses
• New tinted soft contact lenses
• Soft contacts for astigmatism
• Extended wear lenses
Introductory 15 °lo discount on all services.
and materials to UCF students.faculty,
and staff

l 0 min. from UCF at corner
of Red Bug and Tuscawilla Rds.

><

Tuscawilla
Red Bug

'699-4000

Chapman I
Rd.

UCF

+
America.n
Red.Croes

selectively

1340 Tuscawilla Rd.
Suite 107
Alafaya Trail Oviedo
Casselberry, Fl.

I

/

""''
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Doing __thing_s big in Texas ,

Buy

Want a sch9larship?
AUSTIN, Texas (CPS)University of Texas at Austin
students can get a year's free
tuition if they buy a $150,000
condominium.
"We'll pay the student's
tuition for one year when they
buy one of our condos ranging
in price from $148,000 to

$202,000,'' explains Ann
Legg, a real estate broker
with Nash/Phillips/Copus in
Austin.
"But," Legg sighs, "we
haven't had any responses
yet'' to the unusual deal since
starting to advertise it in the
Daily Texan in mid-_F ebruary.

BUY ACONDO
GET AU. T. SCHOLARSHIP

.~.

condo
year."
Special or not, there are apparently many of them at UT.
"We don't get involved in
the sale of condos,' ' Toland
says, "but everywhere you
turn around UT there's a condo going up. "
Despite the competition,
Legg is confident buyers will
come to her development
because of the scholarship offer. She expects to get
responses to the offer ''in the
near future" as students
begin to plan for next fall's
housing arrangements.

Figuring she would have to too," Toland adds, "because
pay the way of a full-time stu- they're not subject to univerdent, Legg says the "scholar- sity requlations then."
ship" could amount to a max- · But it takes a child from a
imum of $720.
special background to take
''A lot of students will pro- advantage of it.
bably take them up on the of"We're really appealing to
fer," says Mary Toland, UT- the middle class and wealthier
Austin's off-campus housing parents," Legg points out.
cooordinator.
"Anyone who has any wealth
She says students' parents behind them is not likely to
often buy condos for their get a scholarship from
children to live in while anyplace else. But with us,
they're in school and re-sell or they can invest in a condo,
lease them out after that.
give their kids a place to stay
"A lot of the kids prefer and indirectly have their
that kind of arrangement, · ch!ld's _education paid for a
I
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• Sophisticated Condo
For The Serious Student

• Walk To Law School
• Quiet Hyde Par1c Neighbomood

Cal Ann E. Legg 327-7900/327-0190

The ad offering free tuitio~ with a condo as it appeared in
The Daily Texan in late February.

fidence in (student body
President) Mark Geary
that he will call for a
referendum,'' said Graham.
He said that he would be
reluctant to support the fee
without ''at least letting
the students voice their

opinions" on the proposal.
Late
Wednesday,
Graham told the Future
from Florida Atlantic
University in Boca Raton
that he "would be more in-

after a referendum.'' He
went on to say "at some ·
point students need to
have a vigorous voice." on
fees they have to pay.
The Board of Regents
will tentatively meet May
24-26 in Tallahassee to consider the proposed athletic
fee.

clined to support an increase in the athletic fee

Parties -from page 1
Government so that all ticket
revenues can go to parking lot
improvements.
.
Several campus group$
have supported the parkin.g
lot party idea, including , t~e
Program and Activities Council, the UCF Police and
various greek organizations.

Senate-from page 1

Nissan

Sport Truck 4x4

~

Lci~ Yacto;y-srJonsored financihf}! ;

Nissan King Cab

Deluxe4x4

Over 20 models to choose from!
We've got the kind of rough, tough,
ready-for-anything truck you want at the
kind of price you're willing to pay.
And now, for a limited time only, you
can save even more with 8.8% annual
percentage rate factory-sponsored financing. It's available now to qualified buyers
at participating Datsun dealers.
Think about that! You could be driving
a luxurious Nissan King Cab® XE or any of

our other economical Nissan 7tucks. We've .
got over 20 models in all! And with most
you get seating for three-four in the King
Cab (except Standard and MPG). Plus the
most powerful standard engine in the
class. Come in today for a test drive. With
8.8% A.P.R. factory-sponsored financing
and our low prices, you'll drive away with
the best deal in town!

statistics department said
there does not seem to be any
extra funds available to pay
the deficit. But she said the
faculty is concerned about
students and their rights.
"We can remember when
we were students," Malone
said.
Malone added that the
athletic fee is not unusual and
that most universities have
one. What the fac~lty is concerned with is the manner in
which the fee was set and the ·
absence of student participation, she said. She also
believes the community will
· think more emphasis is being
placed on.athletics when there
i~ a shortage ·of funds for
academics.
Malone said the resolution
will have more effect on the
local community's attitude
than it will on the Board of
Regents which makes the
final decision.

*Annual Percentage Rate·

NORMAN BROTHERS DATSUN
- 1983 N. Semoran Blvd. 1 mile North of Hwy 50 between Colonial and University Blvd.

(

COMEALIVE, COMEANDDRIVETll/111

.

·s8·support black edu~:lion.

.

·
Send your check to the United
Negro College Fund . Box Q. 500
East 62nd St.. New York. N.Y 10021

GIVE TO THE
1

UNITED NEGRO COLLEGE FUND
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FOX HUNT LANES
A Townhome Community

YOUR ''Home Away FrQm tfome''
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506 E. Colonial Dr.
0 rlando , FL 32803
Post Office Box 4787.
Winter Park , FL 32793
(305) 422-1111

Jog or ride your bike to school we're only 1.2 miles from the UCF entrance!
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Society of Professional Journalists/
Sigma Delta Chi
presents

Job Mart
Professionals give. tips on how to .get
j~bs in journalis~ and p,tJ:hlic relations

Gene Burns
WK1S-AM operations manager

Bill Dunn
o;lando S~ntinel managing editor

Mike Dodson
WESI-i, Channel 2 execut_ive producer

_ _ __ _ _ : . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - f r o m page 1

.in office. Only 19 students replied negatively
tatives.
"In response to the growing demand for and 37 did not reply at all.
The major question posed was that of the
more summer classes at South Orlando· Campus,. the SOC Student Government Commit- proposed athletic fee. Of 157 students respontee has offered to help underwrite the funding ding, 101 favor the current athletic fee of
for three classes, College Algebra (MAC $1.42 per credit hour, 10 favor tP,e proposed
1104), Statistics (STA 3023) and Professional fee of $1.42 per credit hour plus a flat fee of
Report Writing (ENC 3210)," the represen- $15 per semester, 42 favor a compromise bet-·
ween the two ~nd four did not reply.
tative~ said in the survey.
The SOC Student Government Committee
voted to use $5,000 out · of apprmP:.mately . While the questions posed on the ballot are
$9,000 avail~ble t.o have the above- stated not binding, · Rotter says the purpose of the
classes o.ffered. All SOC Stude~t Goverhment · questionnaire w~s accomplished. .
Comniit~ee funds not. spent by the end of the
"Tuition-paying students should have a say
fiscal.year (June 30) revert to the main cam- in how their · Student Government is adpus Student·Government.
. .
ministered and even more so when mom~y is
Ratification of the SOC Student...·• Body at stake,'' Rotter said.
· Charter was favored"by
students, opposRotter, who is running for student body
ed by 12, with 30 studen~s giving . no reply. president, was upset with Geary's response
Rotter was given a strong vote of confidence to SOC's efforts and plans fo challenge Geary
when 104 SOC students said that he has per- on the measure. Geary was unavailable for
formed satisfactorily and should be retained co~ment on' the· matter,.

ns·

For all the · SG ·e·1ection .results,

Rowland Stiteler
Central Florida Scene editor

cat.ch next week's

Susan Oksner Thatcher/Oksner Public Relati_o ns president

Tuesday, April 3
7:30 p.m.
ED 218
Refreshments served

FZ!tu~e-

your source

for campus information~

·sow1·N SKI
ALBRECHT
I

Yo'ur Ticket to Responsible Student Leadership
FOR VICE PRESIDENT

FOR PRESIDENT ·.

JO·HN S-OWINSKI:

.TIM ALBRECHT:

* Senator,-·College of Business

* Vice Chairman, Finance Committee

* Senator, ·college of Engineering

* Member, Constitutional Ad Hoc

* Chairman, Senate Rules Committee

Committee .

* Member, Finance Committee

* Member, University Payment Appeals

* Member, Constitutional Ad Hoc

Committee

Committee

* Member, WUCF Board of Directors
* Member, Popular Entertainment

* Member, University Undergraduate
Appeals Committee

Committee

* Member, IEEE Engineering Society

• ·Brother; Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity

The desire to improve

q~ality •• ~The abi~i~y

to attain excellence
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2TON
POWER CABLE
HOIST PULLER

TEST RITE
CRIMPING KIT

SAVI 9.0I

llEH1l'l,E
REG .

5''

~Z~us J99
LESS REBATE

goo

YOUR COST
AFTER REBATE

SNAP
SILICONE
TIRE SHINE

TURTLE WAX
ZIP WAX
CAR WASH
POWDER

NEw•

Pow'~~~ t~NtENTRATE

.

I

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICES

WATER PUMPS

SAVE
.UPTO

I.SO
~ BRAKE

SHOES .

. 99

WITH
EXHCANGE

·~

LIST PRICE
LIFETIME GUARANTEE AS
WITH EXCHANGE

LOW AS

.

waterpump

1 J 99

WELLS
# 11s, 130
VOLTAGE REGULATOR

1

733, 766, & 123 ...,._---~------'i_m_it__
on_e...,.

'6J

BRAKE
PADS
FITS MOST U.S. CARS & TRUCKS

SAVE 4.00

REMANUFACTURED
CARBURETORS

MONROE
VIP SHOCKS

7!~
SAVE 3.00

WITH
EXCHANGE

40 & 60 MONTH BATIERIES 10.00 OFF

-sunctay to Sunday
7:00 _<;'Im to 11 :00 pm
621

o S. Orange Blossom Trail ·859-6171

5410 Silver Star Roac;i -298-8230
3098 Aloma Avenue- 677-5488
5687 Curry Ford Road -282·057~

·

PRICES GOOD THRU MARCH 27, 1984
'

.
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OF THE DAY

This Break, baseball beats out beach

Editorial Board endorsement

James/Spraker team
has earned top spots
fter interviewing the Student Government
A presidential
and vice presidential candidates, the
Future editorial board has chosen Stuart James and Cindy Spraker as the ticket that we feel will best serve UCF
in 1984-85.
Mr. James and Miss Spraker have proven by their accomplishments as student senators that they are diligent
and resourceful leaders. Mr. James proposed a compromise on the athletic fee proposal after several '
students said the fee was too high. He will present the
compromise to the Board of Regents in May. He has also
·authored a bill that will revamp the Kiosk and has introduced a resolution to improve parking. Together, they
have introduced resolutions to increase library funding,
support the voter registration drive, collect signatures
against Proposition 1 to send to the State Legislature
and urge the housing office to allow fall deposits to be
paid in installments or deferred.
If elected, the ticket plans to work for an add/drop
system with appointment times on a first come, first
serve basis; more typewriters for student use, better
weight room facilities, better services for night students
and more study areas. Certainly, Mr. James and Miss
Spraker have many plans for their term if elected, yet
they have demonstrated their ability to get things done
and work together as a team.
The ticket is the most experienced in Student Gov~rn
ment of all the tickets running. Mr. James has served in
the 13th, 15th and 16th student senates and is presently
chairman of two of the most powerful committees, Activity and Service Fee and Organization, Appropriation and
Finance. Miss Spraker is pro tempore of the 16th senate,
which means she is a member of all the senate committees
and chairs the senate in Vice President Stan Halbert's
absence. Their extensive experience with budgets, SG
statutes and committees will enable them to begin work
immediately on their objectives without having to learn
the inner workings of Student Government.
Mr. James and Miss Spraker have worked hard for the
students of this campus and have achieved much. They
are compatable and motivated. The editorial board feels
confident that this ticket, if elected, will continue to ably
serve students as executive officers next year.

The Editorial Board

The object ~f government in peace and in war is not the
glory of rulers or races, but the happiness of th~ common
man.
William, Lord Beveridge
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K, everyone who opened a book -during
spring break raise your hands.
Not too many of you I see. I didn't either,
but I feel guilty about spending my spring
break amidst crowds of people with beer flowing and the sun beating down.
Of course I don't feel guilty about not studying. No one expects students to waste their
time poring over textbooks when they have a
week off. However, I do feel guilty about
shirking my social obligation ~s a student.
As a student I'm expected to spend the
week browning my belly at the beach and
chasing girls from Michigan and
Massachusetts. I even have a foolproof way
of picking them up. I steal their gas caps.
But, (gulp) you see, I didn't go to the beach.
Not even once.
What did I do then° I spent my time g~ing
to baseball games.
I'll be the first to admit that watching the
Minnesota Twins isn't the best way to spend
a week's parole from school. They're not one
of baseball's premier franchises, the beer at
Tinker Field is overpriced at $2 per (rather
smallish) cup, and baseball games aren't exactly conducive to tans either. No matter
where you sit the sun only shines on your
right knee.
·
So I got kneeburn; I still enjoyed it.
What I like most about watching baseball
are the memories.
I'll alway remember my first little league
game when I was eight. I hit a home run my
second time up. I can vividly picture my little
legs churning as I puffed around third, (I

0

_
1

never was very fast) and my teammates pounding on me after I scored. That's a cherished
memory, but I can't remember what my
fourth grade teacher looked like.
I'm almost as bad with numbers as I am
with teachers. I used to dread going to school
on Monday mornings because I would forget
the combination to my locker half of the time,
but I can remember my batting average was
.542 when• I was nine.
I suppose I should be honest. I also
remember that when I was eight my average
was .091. Hits were hard to come by after
that home run.
Memories are not the only thing I get from
ba~eball. I als9 get a lump in my throat as I
think of how much the players get paid. I
always wanted to be a baseball player but
was too lazy. If I had been more dedicated
and practiced harder, I could be out there
making $500,000 a year.
Well, maybe not $500,000. I tried to pitch
in high school and gave up six runs in the first
inning before I could get two batters out. I
.spent the rest of the year on the· bench.
Still I leave each game a little less lazy. I'm
not going to be a professional baseball player,
but I know if I'm willing to work hard now I
can still get what I want out of life.
Ten years from now I'll probably hate
myself for not going to the beach and chasing
girls when I had the chance. Those kind of
memories seem much more suitable than a
kid hitting a ball with a, stick.
There's always next year.

•
r_oger s1mmons

_;..___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

What next? Simmonsollio,of ~ourse
ob Morse does it. Noel Holston does
R
it. Even the food critic does it, so it is
good enough for me. Here, for the first time,

is a collection of random thoughts on the
issues of the day put into a feature I call Simmonsollio.
.
WHERE'S THE IDEAS?- It is hard to
believe, and even a little scary to think, that a
man's attempt to reach the most·powerful office in the U.S.A. was saved by the phrase,
"Where's the beef?" When Walter Mondale
was on the ropes following his beating in the
New Hampshire primary at the hands of
Gary "New Ideas" Hart, he began fighting
back by questioning just what "ideas" Hart
had.
Everywhere Fritz went ' people heard
"Where's the beef? Where's the beef?". Mondale even stood at a subway station in Atlan-

Letter Policy
Letters to editor must by delivered
to the Future editorial office by 5
p.m. on the Monday Lefore publication. Letters must be typed on a
60-space line and should not be more
than 250 words in length. All letters
must be signed with the author's·
phone number to be considered for ·
publication. Under certain circumstances, writers' names will be
witheld upon request. All letters are
subject to editing.
Some letters may be disignated as
guest editorials at the editor's descrition, with the permission of the
writer. AU submitted matierial
becomes the copyrighted property of
the Future newspaper.
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ta with a bun pedaling his question to
Georgians on their way to work.
Hart's response to Mondale's question
could be compared to a soybean filler-it
might be made to look like beef and people
might be taught to think it tastes like beef
but it sure ain't the "beef" Fritz was questioning. It seems Hart did not want to give
specifics so he would not offend any portion
of the electorate and hopefully ride the New
Hampshire momentum all the way to the
Democratic Convention in San Francisco.
Jimmy .Carter's trademark might have
been peanuts, but Mondale's is now Wendy's
Hamburgers.
...
LIVE FROM TEXAS- Recently some
people were shocked when· murderer James
Simmons, page 11

1
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James, Spraker 'have
done more' for students
Editor:
I am writing this letter in
an attempt to alleviate the
<;urrent crisis situation that
Student Government now
finds itself in. Though Student Government has done a
remarkable job of functioning
through adversity this year,
it has not nearly lived up to
its enormous potential for
students rights advocacy and
serving the student body. The
university administration on
several occasions has taken
advan tage of Student
Government (and students as
a whole) due to both the lack
of a unified Student Government and inexperience.
Wit h the Student Govern-

ment . elections rapidly approaching, students are faced
with an enormous choice, to
go with an unknown quantity
and hope that they will pull
Student Government up or go
with a team that has done
more for the students at UCF
than all of their opponents
combined. This is the team of
St uart James and Cindy
Spraker.
This ticket has negotiated
with the university and the
state Board of Regents to
lower the athletic fee, fought
for more control of your Activity and Service Fee monies
by the elected representatives
of t he student body in order
to ensure t hat your money is

From our readers
Thakka r , Gill have 'no bull' attitude
This letter is to cast my support for the can- · don't have a 'tunnel vision' on Student
didates Rasesh Thakkar and John Gill. I Government and are the only candidates with
believe they will do an excellent job as stu- any substantial outside Student Government
dent body president and vice president. The activities which include the Presidents
turmoil Student Government has experienced Leadership Council; PAC; dorm residents;
is based on a misunderstanding of the basic Omicron Delta Kappa; Intra-fraternity Coungoals of Student Government-to serve UCF cil, including Sigma Chi and Sigma Alpha
Episilon; 0-Team and a variety of commitstudents.
tees.
Thakkar and Gill ·are professional,
If you want a 24-hour libraryJ a westside
business-mi"x-ided students with a "no bull"
attitude on Student Government. They have typing facility, a rec center, more school
not been and will not be involved in the petty spirit, improved parking and a safer campus,
squabbling that has · developed in the last then Thakkar and Gill are for you.
End the upheaval and pettiness and join
year. My experience has taught me to keep a
perspective on Student Government-one the "no bull" attitude in Student Government.
that is based on being rational.
Tico Perez
Thakkar and Gill are experienced. They
1983 Student Body President
spent responsibly, had personal contact with the pre1?ident of the USSA (the only
nationwide lobbying group
for students), had personal
contact with the student
voting member of the State
Board of Regents, ·a nd they
have written a total of 32
pieces of legislation this past
year . The James/Spraker
team is committed to taking
Student Government to the
students and expanding student participation in Student
Government. These goals, in
conjunction with their past
experience in government
matters, make Stuart James
and Cindy Spraker unquestionably the only choice to
vote for if you really want
more out of Student Government in '84.
·
Stanley E. Halbert
Student Body Vice President

Students will always be 1st with Rotter
Editor:·
I am a candidate for student body president. I have
been an active senator ·longer
than any other candidate and
served as chairman of two of
the four committees. I have
been a member of the rules,
finance, services and budget
committees.- As a senator, I
have introduced over 75 bills
and resolutions.
Some services I pioneered
are the 11 typewriters, the
campus phone service (soon
to be 17 phones), SGsponsored short term loans
($20,000 each semester),
Legislative Report each week
and many other projects.
Current projects include
street lighting on Alafaya
Trail and a long distance
phone service for student use
(50 cents for 15 minutes
anywhere in the country). As

the current chairman at
South Orlando Campus, I am
the only candidate with executive experience since the
chairman's position is like
student president at SOC.
We have had many problems this year in Student
Government. I know how to
solve some of them. As president, I will give credit where
credit is due, regardless of
personality. If you treat people fairly, then they won't
react so emotionally. That is a
major cause of our problems.
As president, it is my
responsibility to take the first
step to rebuild SG. I will
share my power with senate
members by giving t hem
responsibilities and the power
to meet them. SG is like most
organiz ations; there are
strong egos t hat demand attention! If their needs are not
met, they become very emo-

tional. As president, it is in
my best interest to satisfy the
needs of all concerned. I want
everyone to be happy and I
am motivated to make sure it
happens. I am ready to give
more than 50 percent and
compromise on the issues. I
would hope to never use the
veto stamp since it would
represent failure to compromise.
As president, students
always come first. This means
that if you are waiting for a
typewriter, no one will ever
walk in and cart it off to their
political office leaving you to
wait longer. That is the bottom line, action speaks louder
t han words. Please vote
March 27-28 for Rob Rotter
and Randy Bunkley. Thank
you.

Experience makes James,
Spraker best candidates
Editor:
During my three years as a
student senator, I have never
officially endorsed any candidate for president or vice
president of the student body.
This year the situation is different and I have not before
seen such a clear choice. I endorse and recommend Stuart
James and Cindy Spraker,
who have worked well as a
team.
Negative headlines inade
the news last year, and all of
us have suffered from an air
of hostility and a lack of
cooperation. It is important
to make sure such a situation
does not recur. To prevent it,
we must consider wha t
qualities a good president and
vice president, working
together, should have.
First, they must be
thoroughly experienced in the
ways of government. Without
this knowledge they will
spend too much time on learning the ways and means of the
offices, when what is needed
is decisive action based on a
solid b~ckground.

Second, they must be willing. to put the interests of the
students before any personal
commitments. Appointed offices must be filled with the
best possible can didates
without regard t o previous
ties and friendship s.
Third, they must be willing
to meet t he school administration and fight for student rights as a matter of
principle. They must be
s trong enough to take
pressure from the highest
Rob Rotter
levels and still protect stuSOC representative

dent rights, funds and
privileges.
Fourth, they must represent the students of UCF in
such a way as to reflect credit
on the school. They must act
with dignity, integrity_and intelligence.
Fifth, they must be capable,
competent, flexible and adaptable while in office. They
must have objectives and
goals for Student Government; they must be able to see
both short and long range
positions; and they must have
the perseverance to follow
t heir ideals against opposition.
Some of the candidates running have no prior experience
at all, some have been in Student Government for a few
months but have not shown
the potential for executive office. Only Stuart James and
Cindy Spraker combine
strong experience with
demonstrated competence in
senate committees and on the
senate floor. They have
already had to resist administration pressure, ·and
they have constructive plans
to use student funds conservatively. They have the
respect of those who know
them.
I urge my supporters in
engineering and all UCF
students t o vote for Stuart
J ames and Cindy Spraker.
They are the most qualified
by far, and the most capable
of handling the new problems
of the future.
Sen. Mary MacArthur
Engineering Seat 4

Simmons~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- frompagelO

David Autry asked to have his execution shown live on television: He
made the request in hopes that the
audience would be moved by protested, state-approved murder. But
the televising of Autry's death could
have had some other effects. The
fact that the murder would even be
televised could provoke the nation
to begin discussion about the death

penalty, similar to the discussion
started by ABC 's movie, The Day
After. Would-be criminals might
also think twice after they actually
see a man put to death for a murder
he committed.
THE CAMPUS BEEF- There is
a possibility that in the coming week
(if not today), another newspaper
may publish at UCF. It seems

rumors of who the Future had endorsed for SG President and V.P.
drove some candidates to possibly
start their own newspaper and endorse themselves. First, I use the
term newspaper lightly in reference
to the venture since the planned
publication will meet few, if any of
the definitions of a newspaper. Second, while I personally would

welcome a second newspaper at
UCF and the competition it would
bring, I do not want a paper that has
a sole purpose of supporting a particular candidate for office. So
beware of the imitator (or imitators).
You can be sure that the Future put
much time and consideration into
the selection of candidates before
choosing whom we think will help
UCF the most.
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for sale

-Female needs place to live close to UCF by
or near May 5. Fun but studious engineering
Nikkor lens. 135mm f3.5 Al Excellent con- major. Call 678-0269 after 4pm.
dition $100. Call Kevin at 282-4885 after
5pm .

1-----------------

Drum set 5-pc Gretsch, Zilsain cymbals.
Hardware, stool, and case. 5425. Also Remo
roto toms 8,10,and 12 in. like new. $155. Call
275-6832.
.

help u1anted ,

TEST YOURSELF. Can you manage your time
productively? Work 2-4 hrs/wk consistently?
'78 Corvette--Silver Anniv. Fully loaded. Call Are 'you success oriented? Self-motivated?
x2350 or 647-2599 after Spm.
Marketing position avail. on campus.
1-800-243-66 79

1981 VW Rabbit. 2dr, 4cyl, 4sp. Radio, Rew
radials. 40 MPG, nice car, NADA value
54500, asking S3500. Call Rudy at
275-3869 or 657-0993.

Is it true you can buy surplus jeeps for 544?
Get the facts t·oday! Hurry! Call
312-742-1142 ext. 698.

Typing/word processing. Thesis, r~ports;
resumes, etc. High quality typing at
reasonable rates. Close to campus. Call
Cindy at ·660-1220 or 365-4863, doy or eve.

EP and JOBE waterskis at unbeatable prices.
For info. call Mr. GGss at 277-8378.

Silver 1981 Honda Accord. 4 door, air, am/fm
stereo--cass. radio, low milage, excel!.
cond. $6800. Call 699-0185.

IUf J

DUPLEX. Moving--must rent. Dean Rd. 5 mi.
from UCF. 2bdrm/bath, appliances, screened porch, a/c--heat, W/D hookup. Rent ir-·
eludes water, garbqge, lawn. 5425/mo.
5250 sec. Pets. Call Gary at 275-9257. Now!

Student couple to be assistant manager at
Oviedo Lodge Motel in Oviedo. Furnished
efficiency apt. All util. paid. Primary duties include Sun. qnd night on call to rent rooms.
Can be structured to your schedule. Ideal
for study time. Call 365-5276 or 365-3648 for
interview.
Attn Students: Part-time home clea~ers
needed. Hour·s to fit your busy schedule.
s·3.75/hour. Call 671-7463.

Five executive management careerminded persons. 15 hrs/wk now. Must take
charge, personality rhinoceros, accept full
control of own financial destiny, cherish perNew ·apt. complex across from UCF. sonal independence, resent taking orders,
2bdrm/2bth townhouse, spacious living determine own business hours and condiroom and kitchen. All new appliances. tions. Executives International. Call
Quiet and immediate. Free rent until May 1 896-9686 for appointment.
with lease. 5400 plus last month. Call
365-6625.
I

GROUND FLOOR OPPORTUNITY! Applications
sought for Fall 1984 employment on Deparfment of Defense training and research contracts. Full . and part-time positions at
56.00/hr. and. up depending on qualifications. VETERANS, engineering and education
Male non-smoker looking for same to sbare majors especially encour..aged. Bring or
2bdrm apt. 1/2 rent plus 1/2 util. 1/2 mi. from ·mail resumes to the Institute for Simulation
UCF. Call 277-5727 eves.
and Training, Division of Sponsored
Research, Suite 243, Admin. Building.

roommates

Large home, 5 acres. Pets are fine. Call after 1 - - - - - - - : - - - - - - - - - - 6pm. 365-7808.

Wanted--Roommate to share 3bdrm apt. in
Goldenrod. 5140/mo. and 1/3 util. Prefer
non-smoker, upperclassman. Call 678-5374
eves.

Typing by executive secretary, all kinds,
reasonable rates. Call Jan at 281-1319, or
827-4000 x3108.

Cooks and dishwashers wanted. Apply at
Kelly's in the Fashion Square Mall between 2
and 4:30.
'

Male roommate needed. Responsible, nonsmoker to share 2bdrm/1bth apt. Sl60/mo.,
$125 dep. plus 1/2 util. Avail. May 1. Call
671-3123.

Roommate Wanted, non-smoker, very
reaponsible, to share half of two bedroom
apt. a mile and a half from UOF. Rent $213
plus 112 of utilities. Call 273-6436, evenings.

Computer word processing, customized
resumes, theses, term papers, reports, etc.
From $1.50/pg . Call Don, 678-3173.

The FUTURE is looking for qualified Individuals to become advertising represen•
tatives. Great experience and very good
pay. Contact Dot Case at 275-2,165.

HELP WANTED! Get off the benches and into
the press box. The FUTURE is in the market fQl
a few good sports writers. Wait! Who are we
kidding? We need lots of sports writers
whether they're good or not. For more infomation call 275-2601. That number again:
275-2601. Act now! Operators are standing
by!

Term papers, theti;s. Pick-up and delivery
Mon. and Fri. in main lobby Admin. building,
11-11:30. Call Vivian at 862-1432 for appointment.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICES
Term papers, theses, resumes, designed
and typed. Correction of spelling, grammar,
and punct. IBM Pica or Elite. Word processing avail. Located lmi. from campus. Qpen
7 day~ a week. Guaranteed quality and fast
turnover. Call 275-1709.

Typing.Accurate .Fast & Reasonable . Minor
Editing, IBM Sel. II. All types of work. UCF Empl.-1 mi . from UC~ . Marti 365-6874 after 6pm .

1972 Buick Centurion. 2dr., exc. cond., R&H.
$1200 or best offer. Call x2350 or 647-2599 Service Tech. to work on satellite antenna
after Spm.
systems and associated electronics. Electronics background preferred. Full~time
hours yary. Starts SS/hr. Call 281-4788. Ask
1981 Suzuki GS250. Garage kept with bell for Mary or Bob.
helmet, 4300 mi. 5895. Call 365-6901 after
6pm.

.J

Deadline:
Monday at 5:00pm·

(!LASSlFIED

Student rate:
:50
. ,_ cents per line
.

WORDMASTER5
"The overnight cure for
the term paper blues"
273-5932 (CALL 24 HOURS)
Rates:
Sl .25/page -- Regular
$2.50/page -- OVERNIGHT
Split the cost for your group project.
EDITING and Report Cover ln~luded!
Call arid check us out.

J

ENGLISH TUTORING: All areas--Grammar,
composition, term papers, professional
reports, Literature, writing skills. Reasonable
rates, call Miss Tierney after 4pm at
425-7.182.
ABORTION SERVICES - - FREE PREGNANCY
TESTS - - Low-cost Birth Control Services.
Privacy, confidentiality guaranteed . Guest
speakers 'a vailable .. Director is UCF iJrad.
1240 Hillcrest, 1 block south of Colonial off
Mills. 422-0606 or long distance call free
1/8001432-8517.

Big savings on food bills and opportunity to
earn substantial income with sensational
food program. For details write Thomson,
Box 79347, Houston, TX 77279.

----.,

CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER. FREE pregnancy
test. Confidential. Individual counseling. In
Ori., 827 Menendez Court, just off Gore, 2
blocks west of Humana/Lucerne Hosp.
Daily/Sat. am. Call 4~5-8989.

• • ' GET YOUR REFUND EARLY* • •
Experienced tax preparation at student
rates. Fast service, lmi. from UCF. Call
275-1709.
'ABORTION SERVICES~ birth con.fol information, pregnancy tests and counseling.
VD screening, low cost, confidential s~vices.
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
609 E. Colonial Drive,.Orlando
898-0921
.

273-5932

personal
EXPERT TYPING: 24 yrs . exp. Full-time. Term
papers, theses . re~orts, resumes, · etc.
Obrrection of spelling, grammar, punc.,
and editing included. R~asonable. Call
Bea, 678-1386.

Discover the Britian most tourists miss! Skipper your own boat over 1500 miles of rivers
and canals throughout England, Scotland,
and Wales. For very inexpensive and unique
accommodations in England, write for a
free brochure. U.K. Waterway Holidays, PO
Box 8094, Gainesville, FL 32605.

. RESUMES-t:DITED FREE! STORED FREE 1 YR! Input
1 page & print 5 originals. $9. Call JUDY'S
Business Service, 273-529.8.

ENTREPRENEUR'S CLUB now forming.
Call Michael at 27 3-5932 for details.

Typing on my word processor. No visible
corrections. Fast service. Sl .SO/page. Call
Pam 6 71-0924.
·
RESUMES
Designed/typed - 671-3007.

FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Guaranteed 100% accuracy. Expert correctic;m of spelling, grammar, punctuation.
Term papers, . thesis,· dissertations, research
papers, resumes, cov~r letters and typing. ·
All work prepared on Word Processors for error free neatness. We have IBM
Displaywriter, IBM Mag Card, and A.B. Dick
Magna SL Word ProcessGrs. SUPPORT YOUR
COLLEGE - We have 1O employees for fast
service - All are former or current UCF •·
students. One Day Service Available 671-3007.

·ff'f:Poc
C)@Jimc
1ndi~1Clua1Conf1dent1ci1.counselirtj
, Gynecologists.
: ·sp~qker ~Ice

_

'2233 LEE. tm. WINTER PARK;
.

4

'628--040'5~

.
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Joi1 ~r~ 8oo-432:s~~,

•
services

bRlANi>O • WINli:R PARK

AUTHOl<S It" SEARCH of an exper.cnced ·
c · t ty · ti c 11 B
678 1386 Prepareforsummer.Loseunwantedpounds
manus np
pis ·
a
ea
· without starvation diet. Details write Thom1
Literary editing available.
son, Box 79347 , Houston, TX 77279.

•
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James Wayne plays music his way_
by Wayne Starr
Future staff

The few students who had
enough intestinal fortitude to
stick around the · last day
before spring break actually
began may have heard the
sweet sounds of a solitary
guitar warbling from the
usual dead-as-a-doornail Student Center Green_. A handful
of those who heard the music
even showed the courage to
walk over and take a look at
what · was happening. The
walk, this hearty group
discovered, wa~ worth the effort.
·
James Wayne, an accomplished singer/songwritet
delighted the crowd with a
collection of original "rockfolk-blues-country" tunes.
"That's ·how one critic
described my music,'' Wayne
says. "Personally, I -don't like
to limit myself to any one
type of music or category."
Wayne began singing

rather late in life (for a musician, anyway), not picking up
a guitar until he was 32. That
was in 1976. Since then he has
written more than 100 songs
and toured much of North
America, appearing as an·
opening act for s·u ch varied
artists as Leon Russell, B.B.
King, B.J. Thomas and Joe
Cocker.
' ..
"I was a sales manager, "
Wayne says, "and at night (
was learning martial arts. I
was injured and laid up for
about" five months. Lying in
bed recuperating I had a lot of
time to do some serious soulsearching. I was inspired by
some musician friends of
mine. I wound up buying a
guitar and I've been hooked
ever since.''
He ·never went back to his
old job, choosing instead to
devote his time and energies
to his music. He began slowly, playing local colleges and
clubs, building a loyal following. ·Response to his music

has always been enthusiastic;
sometimes, Wayne says
''overwhelming.''
"There's a group that's ·
been following me around for
years.
It ' s
a
mixed
bag--;-includes everybody
frorp postmen to CPA's, to
_doctors, to contractors, to
laborers."
Lately W ~yne has spent a
good deal of his time on the
road, just recently returning
to Central Florida after spending much of last year pickin'
and singin' in two of
America ' s main m1,Jsic
centers, Nashville and Muscle
Shoals; Ala., the old Lynyrd
Skynyrd stomping grounds.
Like niost struggling_musicians, Wayne would like to
become a major star, complete with hit singles, lavish
tours and, a la Michael
Jackson, Pepsi co~ercials.
But he is not willing to
sacrifice his integrity to
achieve his goals. He refuses
to hire _an agent or contract

Wayne, page 19

'Agai·nst All Odds' is
an interesting remake
by Ted Barnett
Future staff

All Odds is
A gainst
a contemporary blend
of action, adventure and
romance told against a
backdrop
of ruthless
manipulation of power in current day Los Angeles.
li1 the foreground is a
triangular relationship that
involves Jeff Bridges in the
lead role of Terry Brogan, an
ex-professional f~otball
player; Rachel Ward, a rich,
unpredictable young woman
named Jessie Wyler, and
James Woods as Jake Wise,
owner of. a successful
Jeff Bridges and Rachel Ward star as two of the individuals involved in a violent love nightclub called "The
triangle in Against All Odds.
Palace.''
Brogan travels to Mexico to
search for rich heiress Wyler,

who has run away . from. her
boyfriend Wise. Though
Brogan and Wise are friends
of sorts, when Brogan does
find Wyler, the two eventual- ly fall ·in love. Wise tries
everything in his power to
keep the two apart, including
blackmail. murder and trying
to frame Brogan for a murder
h~ did not commit. However,
Wyler and Brogan try to
maintain their relationship
"against all odds."
Against All Odds is a·
remake of a 1947 film entitled
Out Of The Past, which starred Robert Mitchum, Kirk
Douglas, and ironically, Jane
Greer, who also stars as
Wyler's ruthless mother in
this film.
Odds, page 19

'The Crucible~ chronicles a dark period .in America's history
by Richard Truett
Future staff

he infamous witch trials
that took place in
Salem, Mass., in the late
1600s is certainly a dark
chapter in the early history of ·
America. Nineteen people
were sent to their deaths
because of allegedly practicing witchcraft, . The proof:
"guilt by association with the
devil. ''
In the fourth of a series of
tributes
to American
playwrights, the Rollins
Players are performing Arthur Miller's The Crucible, at
the Annie Russell Theatre at

T

ir

• ..

• • .... •

• ....

Rollins College in Winter
Park. The play tells the tale of
how the witch trials shook
Salem and affected its
citizens.
The play begins when four
young women are caught dancing in the forest. minus a few
articles of clothing. When
asked to explain why, , they
said they were possessed by
spirits. To escape punishment
they named respected
members of the community as
the ones who were responsible
for conjuring up the spirits
·that were making them
behave ·in this outrageous
fashion ..
The story centers around
John and Elizabeth Proctor,

portrayed beautifully by
Daniel Wagner and Anita Adsit. They find themselves in
the precarious position of
having to prove they are not
witches and they are not doing the devil's work. All they
have to defend themselves are
their reputations; since John
Proctor has not been to
church regularly and
Elizabeth Proctor has in her
possession a • puppet with a
needle in it, they are arrested.
Giles Corey, a crafty old
m an played by James
Plunkett II.I. cannot figure
out why he cannot seem to
concentrate on his prayers
w.hen his wife is reading a
,book. Someho~, she is

perceived ·a s a witch and ·
rounded up. It was flimsy
evidence like this and a fear of
the unknown that started the
infamous witch trials. The
play mirrors real life.
· One could only · feel
frustrated and amazed that a
loose · series of coincidences
.strung together coupled with
-flimsy hearsay evidence
would be all that it took to
send 19 people to their
deaths. What is even more
amazing is this really did happen. How can anyone prove
they don't talk to the dev~l?
· One can have only the
highest amount of respect
and admiration for the Rollins
P_layers. Their production of

The Crucible was nothing
short of excellent. Also, three
cheers should be given to the
backstage crew for designing
the set and the lighting. A
thunderous ovation at the end
of the play by the packed
house at the Annie Russell
Theater ackowledged the
crowd's approval.
The play will be performed
tonight and Saturday night
at 8 p.m. In addition, there
will be a matinee performance
at 2 p.m. on Saturday.
Tickets are available at the
Annie Russell Theater box office from 1 to 5 p.m. on Friday.

•
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Museum shows the many sid0s of Salvador Dali
by Nancy Shoucair
Special to the Future

'

Gan you remember seeing
things when you were in your
mother' s womb? Probably
not, but the famQus Spanish
artist-painter Salvador Dali
did recall and remembers the ·
experience.
He recounts that ''painting
fried eggs are reminiscent of
prenatal visiOns caused by
pressure of his clenched
hands on his eyes before
birth.'-' He also claims that he
is a genh1s "who also paints. ' 1
PeJ;haps, he may even tµrn· ·
out to be the greatest painter
of his time-a true 20th cen- .
tury DaVinci.
The Salvador Dali Museum
offers a unique experience of
viewing the largest collection
of works in-the world by this
.

..

-

20th century master. In the
collection are 93 major oil
paintings, 200 water colors
and drawings, over 1,QOO
graphics; sculptures and objects d'art which encompass a
time span from 19f4 to 1980.
This revolutionary concept ~f
a one-man art museum is
located in Poynter Park on
the waterfront of Bayboro
Harbor, across from the
University of South Florida's
south · campus in St.
Petersburg.
This internationally famous
collection was donated to the
state of Florida by Mr. 'and
Mrs. A. Reynolds Morse of .
Clevelan~. Ohio, and is conservatively the museum.
Upon · entering the gallery,
the first thing to, see is Dali's
early paintings, from 191 7 to
1927. Many depict the pie-

-----

..

Slave Market With Disappearing Bust Of Voltaire· 1940

94TH AERO

)

guided the tour through the
museum remarked that one
amazing thing about Dali's
paintings is that in them, he
frequently painted figures
that were only 1/16 inch tall.
Some thoughts were less
hidden, such as his fear of
women, certain ins~cts,
deformed bones and lions.
However, he clearly loved his
wife, Gala Eluard, and first
used her i~ · his paintings in
l929. From that ·time, she
was used extensively as a
.model in his artwork. Dali

Dali, page 15

CABARET PRESENT.$
UC.F NIGHT

SQUADRONA R_ESTAURANT

turesque countryside near Fiqueras, Spain, where the artist was born, in 1904. Others
depict the nearby seaside
town of Cadaques. Today,
Dali lives in a beautiful villa .
· overlooking the bay of Port
Lligat, east of Cadaques. The
romantic history and landscape of northern · Catalonia
has had a powerful influence
on his art and imagination.
The works of Dali's early.
period prove that he was a '
precocious painter, and
capable · of mastering any
style.
Dali, a flamboyant person
who liked to refer to himself
as ''King Dali,'' experienced a
brief transitional period between 1927 and 1928. His
-r.a dical collages alienateq his
father, a prominent notary
public, so from that time forThe Basket Of Bread-1926
ward, Dali poked fun at
bureaucrats through his art- pression to his paintings. His
work. Beginning in 1929, Dali use of chirascuro, or focus on
launched his first series of . light ani:i dark, also helped set
surrealist paintings. This this mood.
period lasted until 1941. It
At times Dali used
was during . this time that geometric cubism and was inDali's ''paranoiac-critical fluenced by his good friend
creative method" appears Picasso. Actualiy, most of his·
with his own special brand of · work came from "dream-like
super-realism.
trances" which he experiencObjects an<;l landscapes ed, where he probed his inner
-~ around Port Lligat in Spain _feelings and thoughts and se~
~are frequently depicted, often them down on canvas. He lik~ with surprising juxtaposi- ed to work in puzzle-pieces,
~ tions and alw~ys with ultra- using double imagery and
~ clear · colors, mostly an at- . fetishistic sex objects, and
mospheric blue, green and symbols which were confusgray which gave a moody' ex- , ~ng at times. The docent who

®

Every Monday Happy Hour ·Prices All Night

* Movies, Dancing, Live [).J.

' *· Domestic Beer, Wine, a.n d Well Brands
4200 E. Colonial Drive
Orlando.i·Floric;ia 32803 ·
(300) 8~8-4251

*

Present l.D. for 2 for 1
A
LAMBDA CHI -ALPHA
PRODUCTION

AT
LAKE CLAIR

100 KEGS

AIR BAND
CONTEST
Register your
band
at the S.G.
Kiosk
Starting the
week of

3-26-84

of beer

)

Tickets: $4.00 in advance
~

$5.00 night of the show
Gates open at 8:00 pm

LIVE MUSIC

T.G.I.F. Blowout April 6th 1984
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Dali-----------------------from page 14
held her in such high esteem
that it may very well be that
she is the strength behind his
genius. She _attends to the
day-to-day things, leaving
him free to pursue his painting.
After 1941, Dali turned to
his classic period. This
alienated him from all the
contemporary critics who
were only praising the "new"
abstract art of the 1940's .
Dali · became a
true
spokesman of the atomic age,
replacing his surrealism with
more modern images. He prop~sied the shape of the DNA
molecule in his paintings
years before Crick and Watson discovered it, and even
foretold of man's stepping on
the moon in his painting,
''Discovery of America-

Christopher Columbus."
Looking at this painting,
one marvels at the many images that Dali combined on
one canvas-the past, the present, the future and perhaps
even Dali's interpretation of
God. It is a very large painting, and contains many
familiar faces-the king and
queen of Spain, Gala and Dali
himself.
.
His pi-mesonic angels,
eucharistic objects, such as
bread and fish, nuclear
mysticism and divisionism
generated even more adverse
critical controversy than ·his
earlier surrealist symbols.
Still, he reflected his native
countryside as he increased
his broad intellectual interpr~tations. As Dali's universe

..

expanded, he linked his brand
of modern art with modern ·
science. In his religious
works, Dali i1. plies that
science, rather ·thon destroying mankind's religious fait h,
supports it. He was obviously
looking for s ometh ing
positive.
"Dalinian Continuity'',
which is work from one period
relating to inspirations of
another, was integrated with
work of old masters and
modern scientific influences
to set the work of this period
totally apart from the art conventions of his contemporaries. The-'' Hallucinogenic
Toreador" is perhaps the
greatest and most successful
double-image of this period,
1969-1970. Whan asked if this
· implied taking drugs, he
replied, "don't take LSD-take wandering through by
yourself. The museum is open
Dali."
Tuesday through Saturday
Undoubtedly, when the from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., and
history of 20th century art is Sunday from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
finally categorized, Dali will It is closed Mondays and
rank with his compatriot
Picasso as one of the five holidays. The art on ·exhibit
most influential and signifi- changes periodically in order
cant geniuses of this century. to give people a more comHis work exists as a tribute to plete look at the artist. In adman's endless imagination
and creative powers.
dition to tours, the museum
also offers lectures, films and
If planning to experience seminars on Dali, his contemthe Dali Museum, prepare to poraries and his times.
spend at least two hours
either on a guided tour or

Geopoliticus Child Watching The Birth Of The New
Man- 1943.
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School helps in making that Step to first grade

.._I
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After lunch comes naptime for ·students at the Creative
School For Children.

by Vicki White
Featyres editor

UCF's Creative School For
Children may seem like
nothing more than a day care
center with a fancy name, but
there is a lot more to it than
that. Children attending the
school learn skills that will
help them make the transition
into first grade.
The school opened in spring
1976 with 25 children in two
classrooms. By fall that year,
it had grown to 40 children
with another 50 on the
waiting list. This year, there
are 125 children enrolled and

Till Midnight LADIES this Thursday
and every Thursday Park Avenue
takes you on a champagne flight
with free champagne till midnight .-43 15 N. orange Blossom Tr.,
and FREE admission all night long.
174 Mile S()uJh_of__Lee Rd.
You Must Be 19- Valid State l.D. Required.

another 150 on the waiting
list. Children of UCF
students get top priority at
the school, followed by
children of faculty members
and the community.
The school is developmentally oriented, rather than age
oriented. The reasoning
behind this, according to Mrs.
Delores Burghard, director, is
that children mature differently. " Some children can
do things at certain ages that
others can't, " she explained,
"and those that can't get
frustrated and unhappy, and
it leads to problems later on
when you try to teach them
other things."
Still, the children are <livided up into four groups-the
two-year-olds, preschoolers,
prekindergarteners and
kindergartener/combination.
The children in the combination group are those that
missed the cutoff point for
entering first grade. In
Florida, a child must be five
years old by Sept. 1 of the
year they are entering first
grade. " We follow Florida
guidelines here, " Marcia
Diebler, assistant director explained. ''We won't certify
anyone early. "
There is a teacher fully certified in early childhood
education and an assistant.
The teacher is free to plan the
curriculum for the particular
class. Usually, a day consists
of structured and unstructured activity, time outside,
snack times, lunch time, and
quiet time.
Lunch is supplied hot by
UCF's food services, while
snacks are made on the
premises three out of five
days a week. "Garbage" food
is avoided, along with sugar
and artificial colorings. Even
the cakes made for ''birthday
day'' on Fridays are made
with wh~le wheat flour and
honey. The reason for all this
is because some' children are
sensitive to the sugar and
food colorings and too much
of them can cause behavioral
and other problems.
Each group has its own
equipment on the playground,
so that no one gets hurt playing on something too big for
them. There are concrete

QUALITY COLOR FILM PROCESSING
Present your UCF Student or Employee l.D. with film and receive ...

trails to ride tricycles on and
a sandbox to play in as well.
Burghard says that her long
range plans for the school inelude adding a sprinkler
system to play in during the
summertime and some
dramatic play stations, such
as a gas station, on the concrete pads that now serve as
very small basketball courts.
There is also a garden in the
playground area that the
children planted March 5.
Vegetables, such as carrots,
tomatoes, cucumbers and zucchini are planted there, along
with flowers and other plants
to keep the bugs away. When
the vegetables are ready to be
picked, the children will get a
chance to munch on the
"fruits" of their labor.
The classroo~s themselves
are divided into different stations, based on a theme that
differs every week. A certain
amount of children are allowed to play in each station, so
each station has a number indicating this, along with
pockets for their name tags
on the side of each station.
Each class also has its own
pet, either a hamster, a gerbil
or a guinea pig. There is also a
"sensory sink," full of such
stuff as oatmeal flakes, seeds,
water or sand, for the children
to play in. There are also plenty of plants to attend to. A
few groups have even started
their own indoor gardens as
well.
When naptime rolls around,
cots are set up with pillows,
blankets, and naptime toys
from home.
Two year-olds learn to do
things that will help their
large c;ind small muscles grow,
in addition to being exposed
to other things. They work
with art and music, and even
learn a little about cooking.
They are taught some basic
concepts as well. Preschoolers
expand on these basic concepts and learn about sequencing, matching and letter
recognition. They also learn
letter and number recognition, finding out what letters
make up their · names and
comparing them with other
School, page 18
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WE OFFER:
• 1 HR. 110,126, and 135 (C·4t Process)
color print processing .
• .OVERNITE E·6 co·lor Slide Processing
• ENLARGEMENTS· up to 10" x 15"
• 2 DAY Black and White processing
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PHOTO PRINTS
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436 and Red Bug Rd.
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Goodings Plaza, Casselberry
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• Helson Photo Albums
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children's names. They also
learn a lot about sizes and
shapes.
Prekindergarteners work a
iittle more with concrete examples of abstract ideas,
while
those
in
kindergarten/combination are
taught
some
reading
readiness skills. The school
has no formal reading pr~
gram, since at this stage
children are not ·q uite ready to
read. However, those children
that do learn how to read are
provided with books. "We let
them read to their classes for
practice," Burghard explained. "However, we have found
that mQst children can 'read'

a story by looking at the pictures.''
The school's official name is
the Educational Research
Center For Child Development, according to the state
of Florida. · However, the
director is free to choose his
own name for the school.
Although it may look very
sman, the school is
nonetheless pretty important.
Without it, a lot of people
with children would not be
able to complete their education, according to Burghard.
Students fro·m the various
colleges on campus also intern, research and do projects
at the school.
.

It is also a model for other
universities to follow when
they build their own schools
for children. " We're a frontrunner," Burghard said.
"I've had letters from as far
away as Nevada asking for information.''
Children
from
the
preschool, prekindergarten
and kindergarten/combination classes get to take field
trips off campus to such
places as parks and plays.
The two-year.old group stays
on campus, but they still get
to go places such as the
auditorium in the Student
Center. "To you or me, it's
not much of a trip over there,

-

When you need big favors
you ask good friends.

but to these two-year-olds,
it's quite a trip, " Diebler explained. ' 'Sometimes they
even get to bring a little
snack with them to eat once
they get to where they're going."
The school has three major
events
to
celebrate-Thanksgiving,
their own circus and their own
art festival.
Thanksgiving actually
turns out to be a month-long
affair, with the children making their own costumes, hats,
musical instruments and food
for the feast. They make their ·
own stuffing, bread and pumpkin pudding.

The circus takes place
March 29 at 3 p.m. Each child
designs their act and costume
for this affair, w~ch is held at ·
the school.
The art festival takes place
in April in the Education
Complex. For this, each child
picks what artwork they want
to show, names it and prices
it, "from one penny to one
million dollars,," as Burghard
'puts it. "They don't actually
sell the paintings; they· just
do that to see what it'd be like
to be in a real art show. One
time, we had a little girl price
her work at 'one bag of
peanuts."' The hardest part
of the art show, according to
her, is getting the children to
leave their artwork at school
for the show. Usually they
want to ·take it home right
away to show their parents.
At the end of the year, a
family night is held for the
graduating kindergarteners.
''I approached the administration of UCF one year
to see if they would let the
kindergarteners march with
the
graduating
UCF
students, but they seemed to
be rather shocked at the
idea,'' she said.
How do these "graduates"
compare with other first
graders? Burghard says it's
hard to t ell right now,
because no one has done any
ac t ual followup wo rk.
"However, I had someone tell
me that there are seven of our
graduates at Aloma School,
and they're all on the principal's list, and we're real happy to hear that," she said.
''We can pretty much tell
who will have trouble and
who will do well, though."
Children who have special
problen;l.'s are referred to
UCF ' s
Communicative
Disorders department for
help. Presently, there are four
children going to the depart~
ment, according to Burghard.
After spending a few hours
at the school, one can't help
_but to think wistfully,
"Where was all this wh~n I
was a ltj.d?" Kindergarten certainly has changed, at least at UCF, from the days of spending all your time in o~e
room, with only 15 minutes of
recess a day. From the looks
of things, it appears to be a
change for the better.

CHILD ABUSERS
ARE MORE
HELPLESS THAN
THEIR CHILDREN.
When you ask w iod
friends for a fa vor. you know
\\hat they're going to ay. So
you tell th m you're moving
again and then wajt for the
groans to stop. T hey may not
like the idea. but you know
they'r going to be ther .
When you're fini ·hed, the e
people ar e going to de ·erve
'omething ·peciaJ. Tonight.
let it be U>wenbrau.

Mos t child abu se rs are
trul y un a bl e to he lp
them se lv es. They we re
abu se d w hil e gro win g
up. so th ey" ve lea rned
no oth e r wa y to rai se
th e ir own child ren. Because they a re ~o helple s~ abo ut ra i-; ing the ir
1i w n c hi ldr e n . c hil d
a hu-, e r ~ a re a~ mue h the
V i ct i m~ of" a VicilHI~
cycle a~ t he c hildren
t hey ahu~e. Yet dlild
ab u ~er-, can he hel ped .

HELP DESTROY A FAMILY
TRADITION. WRITE:
•

Na11onal Comm111er 101
Prevcn11on ol Ct11ld Abuse
Box 2860 Chicago i:r
90

·o
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Odds----------------,::..___________________:.._______ from page 13
Against Ail Odds is not as
slick as Out Of The Past but
director Taylor Hackford brings a tense movement to the
film, which keeps the action
going from start to 'finish.
The viewer sees the story
from Brogan's point of view
as being a lonely victim
against a corrupt, · moneyhungry system.
Eric Hughes' screenplay is
adapted largely from the
original film writ ten by
Daniel Mainwarfog. The
locales and situations are different, but the basic theme
about a disillusioned man
becoming obsessed with an
elusive young woman is
essentially the same. Hughes'
screenplay does not give the
Brogan character enough
time to fall in love with
Wyler. He meets her and is intrigued, of course, but his
sudden obsession with her is
not justified. Brogan meets
Wyler, and POOF! his undying love sems to manifeia.t out
of nowhere.
Bridges, whose other
credits include The Last Pieture Show and King Kong,
does ~ot seem anything like a
professional .
would be. Bridges is certamly

foot~all pl~yer

that would make it easier to
understand why men are so
obsess~d with her. Her chic,
new-wave hairstyle is totally.
out of character and her
clothes do not compliment her
already far too skinny figure.
Woods, who was in The
Onion Field, turns in the best
performance in the entire
film. He is a natural for playing the bad guy · and his
characterization of Wise is a

breathtaking photography by
Donald Thorin. Thorin
highlights some of the
beautiful Mexican lo~ales,
such as the colorful resort
island of Cozumel, a fishing
village on the picturesque Isla
Mujeres off the coast of Cancun, Tulu, the Mayan-Toltec
city overlooking the Caribbean and the· famous ruins of
the Chichen I tza temples in
the Yucatan jungles.

Wayne-------------.,...----------.-----'--------from page 13 ·
know I am dependable and ferences. "Monetarily it was
hard working and .I can sell fine a:r;id they would have
these assets to a potential given me pretty good leeway
employer," he says. ·
concerning what I could and
At present, Wayne is shop- could not do, but there were
ping around ·for a record con- some ·management details
tract-one that will allow him that I couldn't live with."
the artistic freedom he Wayne refused to elaborate
demands. Many record com- on those details.
panies, he says, attach a lot of
Wayne does not feel· the instrings to the deals, including ability to categorize his music '
specifying producers and the will hurt his career. "Look at
type of material to be played. Christopher Cross. Five years
He turned down one offer-a ago nobody had heard of him.
five:.year deal-but not Then he suddenly took . the
because of artistic dif- music industry by storml

sweeping every award. He ap- drum and keyboard .players,
pealed to a wide variety of au- says that no matter how
diences. Rockers liked "Ride much pressure is placed on
Like the Wind," contem- him to conform to "normal"
porary stations liked "Sail- formats, he will not lower his
ing" and Top 40 played them standards.
both. I'm not comparing
"I absolutely do not aim at .
myself to him, but my music commerciality. I hope what I
is in that vein-it's capable of have to say is what other peocrossing over from a rock sta- · ple feel and identify with. I'd
tion to a country station and be doing myself an injustice if
I tried to fabricate something
vice-versa," he said.
.
that wasn't re~d just for the
Wayne, who is quite versatile, feeling equally as com- sake of selling records."
for table on stage alone as he
does accompanied by bass,

t••••~•••••••••••.••••••••••••••++•••••••••••••~••••~••••++•••••••••~•
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likeable enough with bronzed •
skin and sun-bleached hair +
flying in the wind. His rugged :
good looks and laid back,

+

natu:al style seem to make
him competition for Tom
Selleck, but Bridges neither
has the build necessary· or the
mandatoi:y love of the sport
to be believable as a football
player.
Ward, who was seen in The
Thorn Birds and Sharkey 's
Machin'e, is much more convincing as Wyler. She brings
a compelling power and
mystery to the role, an unpredictability that keeps
everyone off balance, wondering what is coming next.
However, she _, seems to be
lacking a physical beauty

prime example. Woods seems Kathleen Turner in Body
to be rather small physically Heat, but not. nearly as exfor such an fotimidating role, citing or steamy. Wise's
but just one look at him and ' nightclub is intriguing, yet it
automatically the audience does not convey the exotic
seems to dislike or distrust danger that should have been
him.
present, so evident in The
Against · All Odds brings Babylon
Club
in
several films to mind. The in- Scarface. Tpere is a great
itial att'r action between deal to like in Against All
Wyler and Brogan sems to be Odds. The story is .a classic
purely physical, similar to suspense thriller, the acting is
that of William Hurt and good and there is some
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"I support the
United Way
because it's
the fairest
way I know·
of helping as
many people
as I can~
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dazzlingelegance,highli~ted

by a stop in exotic Nassau. You
and a guest could be a part of it
when you.pick U_R a free plaht and ·
register to win at the grand opening
celebration of Lanchriark's new Um.
versity Park 0 ffi·ce at 1!00 umversity
Park Drive, Suite125, Winter.Park.

blaJ~2~iJici~~~~~~~db~re
thedr~wll:gdateonMarch1 3()(there's

houseplcmt~

depending on ilie size of your
deposit.
..
Sotakeafewminutes
...,' and find out just how simple
~ checking, savings, personaf
.. ~ loans and mv.estrmmt programs
.# · can be at Landmark Bank. .And
with our new University Park office,
banking can bea l.an,.J....:,..
~....:k 0 ccas1on.
.
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Stude.n t Governinent presid
SC

5 tickets in
Stuart James
Cindy Spraker

John Linge
Nicholas Barone

"Expect more in '84"

"The independent team for
tomorrow"

•An open bµdget.
•Post-game parties
•Input on state level to
get UCF'S fair share of funding.

eCable TV for dorms,
Knights Den

•Create student services
for night students.

•Fight increase in drinking age

i

Spraker and James
f elected Student
I Body
President and
Vice President, Stuart
James and Cindy Spraker
promise to have an open
budget so students know
where their money is being
spent, obtain quality personnel for Student Government and lobby on the
state level for UCF to get
its fair share of the state
budget.
James, chairman of the
university's .Activity and
Service Fee commit.t ee,
which allocates over $1
million annually to campus
organizations, has been a
member of the 13th, 15th
and 16th student senates.
The ticket opposes the
proposed athletic fee of $15
per semester and $1.42 a
credit hour, but supports a
proposal for a $5 a
semester and $1.42 per
credit hour fee. In May,.
James will address the
Board of Regents o_n student · opinion concerning
the propo·s ed athletic fee.
Spraker, running for vice
president, is currently second in command of the
16th student senate as its
pro tempore. She is vice
chairwoman of the Activity and Service Fee committee. She also served in the
senate last year, was past
chairwoman of the senate's
Travel,
Clubs
and
Organizations committee,
the On-Course syllabus
booklet committee and the
Services committee. In addition, she was a past
chairwoman of Homecom-

Rotter ·

Linge
ing King and Queen selection committee.
Besides advocating an
open budget, James and
Spraker want ' 'more
classrooms around campus
to be used throughout the
day as study areas, to
advertise positions open in
Student Government in
order to obtain the most
qualified students for SG
posts, expanded typing
facilities
for
UCF
students.''
Both J ~mes and Spraker
said they will work to
"create a system for night
students to obtain needed
informa.tion and forms
after business hours.'' The
two will work for the
establishment of a book e·x. change in spring 1985 and
an improved Add/Drop
with appointment times on
a first come, first serve
basis. They also plan to
alleviate the parking space
crisis by holding parties to
raise funds for construction of new lots.

"Create a system for
night students to ob·
tain needed informa·
tion and forms.'·'
r

James said, if elected, he
will spend much of his time
in Tallahassee lobbying for
increased library funding
and holding down tuition
hikes. Spraker, who will be
in charge of the senate if
elected vice president, said
she will "educate the
senate about university
and state laws," as well as
advocate a senate that will
be the ''eyes, ears and voice
of the the students."

ohn
Linge
and
Nicholas Barone say
that because they are running as outsiders to student
government they can give
the legislative body new
·
blood.

J

The pair has no previous
SG experience but say that
this apparent liability can
be turned into an asset
because they will be new to
the system. ''We are going
to try to change the atmosphere here at UCF,"
Linge said. ''The reason
I'm running is to make it
·m ore fun to go to UCF.''
"The Independents," a_s
the two call themselves,
plan to. work against Proposition 1, get more paved
parking, making UCF a
permanent polling site for
national, state and local
elections and ''organize
students in a campaign to
stop any attempt to raise
the drinking age.''
Linge and Barone are
hinging their campaign on
the assertion that several
of UCF's woes could be
solved by having "ten-totwenty-keg parties." Linge
said post-game parties
could increase school spirit
and attendance at the
games. He said he supports
a $10 athletic fee which he
maintains should be

"The reason I'm running is to make it .more
fun to go to UCF."
enough since game attendance couid rise because of

the parties. Linge told a
group of students on Monday that the university image could be enhanced by ·
widescale participation in
the parties. He said his
goal is for · UCF tq gain
such a fun reputation that
University of Florida
students will come to UCF
for spring break instead of
· UCF students flocking off .
to Gainesville.

he ticket of Rob
Rotter and Randy
Bunkley is the only one
running that has a member
which ran for executive office last year. Rotter ran
for vice president ahd missed getting into a runoff
with Stan Halbert by one
vote. Rotter and Bunkley
are running their campaign
on the theme, "There is no
substitute for experience."

Another plank in the
duo's platform calls for installation of cable television, including "HBO,
Cinemax and the Playboy
Channel,'' in dorms, the
Knights Den and other
campus facilities.

Push for "academic
lobbying
in
Tallahassee for more
money to get UCF out
of last place fina~cial·
ly."

Linge said he would not
spend much time lobbying
in
Tallahasse
or
Washington. He would
rather concentrate on UCF.

Rotter says he has been
in the senate for four years
and Bunkley · has no
previous Student Government experience.

Linge and Barone want
to build a new student
weight room that would
contain new Nautilus
equipment, free weights,
sauna and steam room.
Money for the project, he
said, would come from the
:United States Football
League's New Jersey
Generals, which train at
UCF in the pre-season;
Gov. Graham's Sports
Council; and the Capital
_Improvements Fund.

If elected, ·the team says
· it plans to implement a
long distance phone service
where students can make
calls to any place in Florida
or the nation for 50 cents
for 15 minutes. Rotter says
he hopes to have the
system operational by the
summer semester. He also
said that he supports more
free campus phones as
needed.

They also favor setting
up a committee to study
ways of improving the
registration process, including add/drop, and increasing student representation on the Traffic and
Appeals Committee.

Main Campus: vote Tuesday and Wednesday, Engineering
Green.

T

The team states as part
of its platform that it
would have student
surveys on major issues.
Rotter and Bunkley also
say that increases in
athletic, health and other
fees should be put before
students for their approval
or rejection.

Profiles compiled b
Phot
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ntial, vice presidential elections
's ·2 top executive p·ositions
Rob Rotter
Randy Bunkley
"There's no substitute
experience"

{01

John Sowinski
Tim Albrecht

Rasesh Thakkar
John Gill

"Your ticket to responsible
student leadership" ·

"A no bull attitude on SG"
•Rebuild student government

(

e Student surveys on ma·
jor issues

•Help campus organizations with membership

•Long distance phone
service

•Enhance public image of
UCF

•''Academic lobbying'' in
Tallahassee.

•Work to hold down tuition and fee rates

•Curtail rising campus
crime
•Lobby for new recreational facility
Thakkar and Gill

The two advocate a $1
parking decal for students
to park in unpaved parking
lots and also advocate
reserved parking spaces for
dorm students. In addition, they propose the
dorm students' "Bill . of
Rights" for the residents'
protection.

senator
T heteamfreshman
of John Sowinski and Tim Albrecht cite
their ''professionalism ' '
and say they are the
''ticket to responsible student leadership." Sowinski
and Albrecht's campaign
stresses the need for Student Government to keep
in touch with the needs of
UCF students.

They· would also support
expanding typing room
The two have campaignfacilities and expanding
ed as the candidates with
SG's Legislative Report
"diversity;" Sowinski is a .
advertisement to include a
Lambda Chi Alpha fraterlisting of action taken in
nity member ;rnd a
both the executive and
marketing major and
legislative branches each
Albrecht is an independent
week. ·
Rotter said that his · and an engineering major.
ticket
would
push
"academic lobbying in
Want to "get SG lookTa'llahassee for more
money to get UCF out of
ing good and off the
last place financially."
pages of the Sentinel.
Rotter has served as area
campus representative
from the South Orlando
Campus and wants health,
Sowinski is vice chairathletic and other . fees to
man of the senate's
be voluntary for area camOrganization, Appropriapus students. Also at area
tions and Finance Commitcampuses, ·Rotter wants
tee and a member of the
''more academic Classes
Constitutional Ad Hoc
funded from student activiCommittee. He is also a
ty fees" and greater conmember of the university's
trol of the campuses by
Payment Appeals Committheir ·own Student Governtee, Popular Entertainments.
ment
Committee and was
Rotter/Bunkley .also .
recently
appointed to the
favor direct input on food
WUCF-FM
Board of Direcservice policies and contors.
tracts.
Rotter plans to make
Vice presidential can'· . UCF a political power ba~e
didate
Albrecht is chairby making the campus a
man
of
the senate's Rules
polling place and registerCommittee,
a member of
ing 5,000 voters. "When
the
Organization,
Apwe have an organized
propriations
and
Finance
political base on this camCommittee, the Constitupus we will have real
tional Ad Hoc Committee
change," Rotter says.

1y Rick Brunson and Roger Simmons

1tos by Kevin Griggs

and the university's
Undergraduate Appeals
Committee. He is also
member of the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics
Engineers
Inc.,
an
engineering society.

The team wants to assist
campus organizations by
helping them with membership recruitment. They
want to improve the quality of UCF student life by
increasing the amount of
support for entertainment
on campus. The establishment of a book exchange is
also on their list of
priorities. They say they
will launch an intense lobbying effort · by communicating .
"with
'lawmakers on the local and
state levels" since such activities "can greatly
benefit this and every student body, future students
and this institution."

Sowinski and Albrecht
want to enhance the public
image of UCF by making a
.publ~city and advertising
director a member of their
cabinet, if elected. They
hope the move will ''get SG
looking good and off the
pages of the Sentinel.''

It was Sowinski who introduced the bill in the student senate this year that
made it mandatory for candidates for president and
vice president to run
together on tickets, which
he says will lower the
amount of bickering and
political infighting in SG .

Thakkar a:i;id
Rasesh
John Gill have waged a "no bull" campaign in
their quest for SG president and vice president.
They say if they get their
hands on student government they will rebuild it.
They say they will spend
the political energies of the
SG machinery on the needs
of students instead of the
fanning of hot-house
bickering and the manufacturing of more rules and
procedures.

Fight recent rise in
crime by "moving the
exercise trail to Lake
Claire."

ty and Service Fee and
Health Fee committees. He
is also past member of
Legislative and Judicial
Rules Committee, Constitutional Ad Hoc Comini t tee,
· university
Grievance Committ~e and
Judicial Council. He is a
representative of the Interfraternity Council and a
member of the Orientatio:r;i.
Team and the Program and
Activities Council.
Thakkar says his involvement with the President's Leadership Council
has given him a good relationship with the administration.
The pair plans to address
the recent rise in campus
crime by attempting to
move the exercise trail
from its present location to
Lake Claire.

"We're (the senate) working to have the best (SG)
constitution in the U.S.,
but that doesn't help you, "
Gill told a group of
students Monday.
Being dorm students for
Their platform include~
two years they . say they
keeping the Library open
will try to get rid of tlie
24 hours, creating a typing
one-week layover when
room on the west side of
some dormites have to
the campus, lobbying for a
move all their earthly
new recreational facility
possessions from one dorm
and the promotion of
to another betw~en
school spirit.
·
semesters.
They also want
The ticket has executive
and legislative experience. · to see more "traditions"
established to enhance
Thakkar is currently Studorm life.
dent body President Mark
Geary's comptroller and
Thakkar and Gill plan to
has served on the Exput more emphasis on naecutive Cabinet and the
tional lobbying to get the
President 's Leadership
SG involved in issues like
Council. He also ·was a
federal funding for student
member of the Orientation
aid . Gill, who is a
Team and was president of
regi.stered_lobbyist, would
the Delta Sigma Pi
coordinate efforts with the
business fraternity. ThakUnited \ States Student
kar won the Oustanding
Association. Thakkar said
Scholar Award from Delta · active national lobbying
Sigma Pi.
would give the SG more
Gill, a senator for two
credibility at the state
years, served on the Activilevel.

Area Campuses: vote Monday·and Tuesday.
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Nail Sculpting,
Tips, Mending,
Silk wrapped,
and Manicures

Phone: 277-8015

mijterB~
JJ.airjfgfing
11648 E. Hwy. 50
Orlando, Fla. 32807

Sat.9-5

For hair you can flaunt...
anytime. anywhere. ar\yway.

-

Berman-Master Stylist

10% 1 off with your UCF l.D.

YOUR FRIENDLY ·

HOMETOWN BANK

A FULL
SERVICE BANK
CITIZENS 24
LOCATED ON UCF
CAMPUS
156 GENEVA DR.* P.O. BOX
OVIEDO, FLORIDA 32765
. (305) 365-6611

~'"Jiii~
FLORIDA DEPOSIT INSURANCE
CORPORATION

g

by Donna Howell
Special to the Future.

@REDl<EN

Directly Across from Point After
Open:Tu.es. & Frl.9-9
Wed. & Thurs.9-6

'South Pacifi~' is the play for
romantic fools everywhere
If plays were vintages,
South Pacific would be "the
fun white wine" of the local
theater circuit, and Once
Upon A Stage's latest production of it just bubbles with
bandwagon enthusiasm.
It's light, rousing and
refreshing, tickling the audience's collective palate with
flippant humor and wellexecuted musical numbers.
There's Nellie Forbush, the
perky, nubile nurse, and the
debonair F'rench planter
Emile DeBecque, who finds
her impishness irresistible.
Enter the dashing Lieutenant
Joe Cable, add "Bahama
mama'' Bloody Mary and you
have a musical that could only happen in Bali Hai.
South Pacific, the play, is
only an excuse for South
Pacific , the 20-number
musical extravaganza. The
play is an adap~ation of
James A. Michener's Pulitzer
Prize-winning Tales of the
. South Pacific. The songs are ·
· by Rogers and Hammerstein,
and they are true show
tunes.
In the first act, DeBecque
(played appropriately by Ray
Michel), sings a dramatic version of "Some Enchanted
Evening." He sings it with
Forbush (Myrona Delaney)
during the second act, and she
sings -it by herself in the final
act. All three versions of the
song follow the action of the
play and set an appropriately
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Myrona Delaney stars as Nellie Forbush and Ray Michel
stars as Emile DeBecque in Once Upon A Stage's production
of South Pacific.
Kenny Thompson and percus"enchanted" mood.
The first act rolls into a sionist Rob Marrero.
Seeing thi~ play won't
jubilant set with the chorus of
''There Is Nothing Like A change your life. In fact, you
Dame' and progresses into really have to be in a
Bloody Mary's lilting · ''Bali lighthearted mood to enjoy
Hai." Bloody ~ary, played its devil-may-care frivolity.
by Josie Roell, is a Ten to one, however, you'll
memorably native character, find yourself humming,
set on marrying off her whistling and reliving at least
daughter to "sexy lieutellan" a couple of the very singable
tunes.
Cable.
The plays at Once Upon A
Act Two kicks up its heels
with a Betty Boop version of Stage have an unusual edge
"I'm Gonna Wash That Man over other Central Florida
Right Outta My Hair" and productions. Cute food.
follows . with the perennial Themed entrees, like Chicken
favorite, "I'm In Lave With Hawaiian or Fillet of
A Wonderful Guy," sung by Flounder Fiji. I don"t know if
Forbush and a chorus of Ar- they serve . Bloody Marys,
my nurses. Lt. Cable is on though. You'll have. to ask.
again with ''Younger Than
South Pacific
will play
Springtime." Frank Winters through April 29, with shows
plays the part sincerely. The nightly except Mondays. For
third act shines with "Honey romantic fools everywhere,
Bun,'' by Forbush and·ensem- South Pacific ia great place
ble. Kudos, too, to pianist to .spend the evening.
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Special Discoun~s
Day&Nite·

Hot Sandwiches

Monday

- ~h~rsday.

25C Draft
$1.75 Pitcher 8·11

24oz Draft
For 75¢ 8-11

Tuesday

~day

All Imports $1.00

.50¢ off any
Pitcher 8-11

Wednesday
Ladies Nite Free Draft
For Ladies 9-12
D.J. 8t Dancing

%%%% 5 %%%% S\%%0%%%%% %\%% % % #Si\

$ 2.50 Pitchers 40C Draft

All Imports $1.25
M·F 12 til 7
(Fairway Shopping Center) 11636 E. Highway 50 273-4297

Saturday-Happy Hour 8-11
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Book tells all aboL1t ·C hocolate
by Vicki White
Features editor

Are you one of those people
who eats chocolate sauce and
chocolate chips on your
chocolate ice cream? Do you
pack a pound of M&Ms in
your lunchbox instead of a
ham sandwich?
If you are, then Sandra
Boynton's book, Chocolate:
The Cansuming Passion is
the book for you. It is written

for "The Chocolate Elite-the
select millions who like
chocolate in all its infinite
variety, using 'like' as in 'I
like to bre.a the,''' as the
author puts it. It is sprinkled
liberally with Boynton's ·illustrations, those funny critters that can be seen on some
of the cards at the bookstore.
Chocolate lovers are portrayed as hippopotamuses or
elephants, while those less
fond of chocolate are usually.
P?rtrayed as turkeys.
The book is short, only 11 O
pages, and is mostly fun and
games, but there _are some interesting facts in it, such as
how the different kinds of
chocolate are made, where it
came from, and all the variations on chocolate, such as
creams. There is also a section
on salvaging failed desserts.
For instance, unsuccessful
fudge makes an excellent ice
cream topping, while an unsuccessful souffle makes an
attractive beret.
The section on making
things with chocolate is
hilarious. There is the
"Chocolate Chip Cookie"
recipe, that has a theoretical
yield of 48 cookies. Once the
ingredients are combined,
Boynton says that "it is
traditional at this point to
sample the batter before proceeding. Drop the remaining
batter from a teaspoon onto a
greased cookie sheet. Bake
the cookie about 10 minutes."
.Only a chocolate lover wo.uld
understand how hard it is to
get the cookies from Point A
to Point B without losing a
few. Then there is the recipe
for Hippo Pot De Mousse:
In the top of a double boiler,
melt:
four ounces semisweet
chocolate

NEW
Apartment$ &
Townhouses
For Rent
university hylands
walk to U.C.F.
discounts
available for first
twelve tenants
for info. ca 11

628-5707
Group 3 Design
& Construction

· (Note: if the pig becomes uncooperative at this point, you
will have to abandon the pro'-.. DISCOUNT CONVENIENCE STORE
ject.)

DRIVE THRU

Leaving a seam around the
vertical circumference, cover
the pig with:
Plaster of Paris
Let dry. Unmold Thank the
pig. Fill the mold with:
27 pounds melted coating
chocolate
Let harden and unmold.
Place the finished sculpture
on a large serving platter; garnish with sprigs of holly and
evergreens.
Your friends and .
two ounces bittersweet
family may be talking about
chocolate
this for year~ to come!
Let chocolate cool for five
minutes. Meanwhile, whip
The book is written in
together until very stiff:
Boynton's dry, humorous
one pint heavy cream, well style. It is her sixth book; her
qhilled
· previous works are Hippos
one teaspoon almond extract Go Berserk, Hester In The
Gently fold the cooled Wild, and If At First which
chocolate into the whipped were written for children, and
cream; there will · be many Gopher Baroque and The
fiecks of chocolate in the mix- Compleat Turkey, which were
tute. Spoon the dessert into written for "juvenile adults."
six large wine glasses. Chill She even pokes fun at
one hour.
herself-the back of the book
Serves one (yum!)
jacket has a "reasonable facsimile" of her-a smiling hippo.
Or, for the advent~ous individual, there is advanced
chocolate molding. Boynton · While t his book may never
says, "To add just the right be on The New York Times
decorating touch to your holi- Best Seller List and may
day table, you can make this never win a Pulitzer Prize, it
elegant and unusual center- is nonetheless enjoyable
piece. "
reading. There's no heavy
plot or plot twists to deal
Find:
with, and there's no moral to
one · medium-size lethargic the story, so it's more of an
pig
escape than a jump into some
Place in Us mouth:
heavy duty reading. If you
one Droste bittersweet ap- need something to snicker
ple (sections glued together)
about over your M&Ms at
Grease the pig generously lunchtime, try this book.
with:
three pounds softened unsalted butter

*Keg Beer
*Case Beer
*Case Soda
·*Wine
*Ice
*Party
Gatering

''WHERE'S THE BEER?''
AT GATOR BEVERAGESI

KEGS .
STROH'S
BUD

39.00
39.00

with yoi.lr UCF l.D.

IJ~He\1.1; ;1~IIB111 Ii Il~~i I,,J33;l

~

rw s,·:::~~:::... iJ!l [282-BEERI

~

5781 LA COSTA DR

•

al CallFurTodayYourForNextPricePartyQuote

20% off regular priced items with UCF l.D.

Ladies: Dress for success for
your job· inierVieWs! ·

~ !/},;£
Invites you to
come in and see our
selection of classic
Blazer Suits. We have
them in an array of
Spring Colors
in sizes 4-20
We also feature casual items such as
shorts,knit tops,and two piece dresses for
Spring and Summer.
Our lines include: Foxcroft;Herman Geist;
Lady Norman;Ms. Sero;John Alexander Pants
for ladies and other famous makes
Please come in and browse
769 Orienta Plaza
Altamonte Springs
339-3870
One block south of 436 on Maitland Ave.

NEW RESTAURANT
OPENING!
Exciting opportunities for reliable. hard working
and "people-oriented" individuals to work in a new
restaurant concept opening soon in this area. Our
casual "wine cellar" atmosphere requires .key
individuals 1n the following areas : ~
Waiters/Waitresses • Hosts/Hostesses
Cooks • Bartenders
Dining Room Supervisor • Dish/Utility
Working Kitchen Supervisor

Full or Part-Time
Experience in the hospitality industry would be
helpful. but if you can deal effectively with the
public . we will train. Your hours will vary with some
late evening and weekend work involved .
Applicants must be at least 18 years of age. Good
starting pay . excellent training and a challenging
opportunity provide a growth-oriented work
environment. For immediate consideration. please
apply in person : Monday thru Saturday, 9:00am S:OOpm.

V.8~SM
Ii RESTAURANT AND BARii

Longwood Village
FL 32750

Longwood~

An Equal Opportunity Employer. M/F / H/V
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Commentary

The bar scene: a shallow, empty Way of life
for?
I don't like bars. People are
Future staff
constantly shuffling about,
The bar scene. Could this be looking in your face, as if you
the one thing that never might be the answer to some
changes? Night after night misbegotten dream and then
bar people don their bes't · move on. The sullen, lonely
clothes, make sure every hair · types constantly orbit the bar
is in place and then descend fo futile attempts to· meet or
upon their favorite bar. But find someone who fulfills
why? What are they looking some private requirement.

by Richard Truett

The scars

.

of an abused child
can stay with us
all his life.

_:fr:_ National Committee for
'1lt Prevention of Child Abuse
Help us get to the heart of the problem.

Write: Prevent Child Abuse, Box ~866, Chicago, Illinois 60690
A Public Service of This Newspaper & The Aqvertising Council.

b!:I ,.

though, my ego was deflated,
as it·should have been.
The bar scene · works
something like · this: boy
meets girl, boy takes girl
home, boy and girl use each
other, next night, boy and girl
start _over. It really does not
matter, to a certain extent,
what a person looks like; it
just matters how well a male
can manipulate and maneuver
with a combination of alcohol
and words. How skillfully you
can converse is the true 'ma.rk
of a lounge lizard. Those who
are good progress through a
loose succession ·of cheap
lovers; those who aren't g~t
discouraged and perhaps try
again.
Watching people circulate
around Park A venue club or
J .J. Whispers is sort of a sad
comedy. With the exception
of one person, I do not know
of anyone who has found a
long-lasting love in a bar.
Night after night, this ritual,

A thousand conversations
all converge into one loud, undiscernable noise, a constant
drone. People suck out of beer
bottles, and sometimes it's
the beer bottles that are really sucking out them. And
then there is the music, so
loud you cannot hear the person next to you.
The bar scene is a haven for
what .I call the plastic people.
These are the types who look
like they are fresh out of a
magazine ad ot a movie. They
appear untouchable to most.
These are the type, and you
can tell just by. looking, that
can't be bothered by the high
price of gasoline; or by any
other human inconvenience,
for that matter ..
Over the spring brea~, I
observed the goings-on in
bars. Bedecked in my fine
Ralph Lauren clothes, I imagined I could walk into a bar
_and catch the gaze of every
available female. · Soon ,

The ·n ew police recruits.
Call them slobs.
Call them jerks.
Call them gross.
Just don't call them
1 when y,ou're in trouble.

,\

.

~,

this false search goes on.
Where else, though, can a
person hope to meet a lover
for the night? For most
males, picking up women in
bars is a sport commensurate
with ice hockey or basketball.
I know because I have participated. I believe that there
are many people_who are trapped. They don't really like the bar scene but it is a game that
they have an equal chance of
winning; that is, ~o satisfy
that hedonistic desir-e that is
programmed into us from
every available media.
It is the only game that
everyone can win, for a night,
at least. But more often than
not, it leaves one with an empty feeling and sometimes a
hangover. Driving home from
Park A venue Club the other
night, I realized how superficial the bar scene is, and I
cursed those faults in me that
make me want to go back.

Di.Scover • • •

~
/
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U.S.News& World Report
35¢ a week brings you the news you need to keep up
with wt'lat's happening ...
. . . what's going to affect you, your career, your
future.

Subscribe to U.S.News at half-price. Just fill out
and send in the coupon below.

I
I

What an Institution~

I

"POLICE ACADEMY" A PAUL MASLANSKY PRODUCTION
STARRING STEVE GUTTENBERG • KIM CAT't'RALL • BUBBA SMITH • AND GEORGE GAYNES AS COMDT. LASSARD
STORY BY NEAL ISRAEL & PAT PROFT. SCREENPLAY BY NEAL ISRAEL & PAT PROFT AND HUGH WILSON
PRODUCED BY PAUL MASLANSKY • DIRECTED BY HUGH WILSON
•
A lAOD CO~P~~EASE
., ••• ,.

YY
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O

".

OPENS AT THEATERS EVERYWHERE ON MARCH 23.

Y " ".

0

I
•

I
I

- - -- -

Money-saving

Student Coupon
0 YES, send me 23 weeks

of
U.S.News & World Report for only
· $7.97 . I'll save 50% off the regular
subscription rate and 77% off the
cover price .
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~

School Name - - - - - - - - - - - Address --::---.:....__ _ _ _ _ Apt.
City/State

Zip _ __
Mail coupon to:
U.S.News & World Report
2400 N St., N.W.
Washington , D.C. 20037

... - -- - - - - -

Listen for the News Blimp, on
1 by U.S.News & World Report.

, brought to you

I
I

.I
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Miss UCF

April 6, 1984
8:00 pm sea
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Computer Enthusiasts
March 29 & 30
Student Center Study _Lounge ·
Why more people are turning to
Zenith for a computer is evident when
you compare the power of the hardware,
th_
e abundance of the software, and the
economical price. Come to the student
center study lounge ·on the 29th and
30th from 9:00am to 6:00pm and see
for yourself why at Zenith ''The q'-'ality
goes in before the name goes on.''

9:00am to 6:00.

DESKTOP COMPUTERS ARE GOOD ·FOR:
(CHOOSE THE BEST ANSWER)

D.) Future Business Use
E.) Price
F.) . All of the Above
The ANSWER is F! And the "Answer" to the
Answer is the Z-100 Desktop Computer from
Zenith Data Systems.
The Z-100 has been specially discounted to your
school so that you can now afford a means of
developing academic and business career success.
Use the powerful Z-100 to- access educational
mainframes for helpful data and develop computer skills at the same time.
Then use your training to launch a great business
career. Your Z-100 will expand to fit your growing
needs. It may well be the last computer you ever
have to buy.

GROW WITH.A NAME YOU'VE
LEARNED TO TRUST ... ZENITH.

You could if you hadaZenithZlOO!

MICRO

• Professional desktop computer features dual microp:utessors. for both 8 and 16 bit programs.
• Lets you run the software of today. and tomorrow
••L--__..1111

•

1

System easily expands to meet your growing needs.

• Full color graphics.

Ill ~~~~~~6J!I
II~

ELECTRONICS

•

MICRO
COMPUTER
SERVICE

3223 Curry Ford Road
Orlando, Florida 32806
Phone: (305) 896-8876

ORLANDO INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS SERVICE CORP.

Comes with easy-to-follow software instruction
booklets.
• Many Zenith business programs available.
• Backed by Zenith Quality Service Warranty*

data
.systems

ll1e quality goes in before the name goes on.
~

PMJ,. ...:uflded lf1t()tJghthe-ActivUiesood·Service'I EeeS:d=t&ello~ated t.y lne
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A STUDENT.·
TALENT SHOW

·. . . SPONSORE.D BY THE .
AMERICAN .EXPRESS®CARD.
.

.

..

MARCH -27

··.

(Applications in by March l9) ·

-
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For More Inf0rtnation Call 27·5 -2611 ·
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The movie Silkwood ends as Kare.n
Silkwood is Off her way to deliver
incriminating
evidence
about
KerrMcGee's safety violations to the NY
Times. On the evening of November 13, ·
1974, her car was hit frorn the rear and
forced off the road ·

'1,

·who .
Killed
Karen

'

·SilkUTood

.

Speaker: .
Sara ·Nelson ·
J·

. Speaker on the Karen Silkwood incident:.
.

.

S. Nelson.

Trading
Places ··

,.

.

--

I

Friday
· March 23.
·Noon s·CA

Outdoor Movie

'

Sunday .March 25
$1.50 Gen Admission
25¢ Draft Beer all Night
•
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Levy John and Speakeasy
in concert on Green
march 28, 1984

11-1

In the weeks to come...
23

Jt {juJr.

Sarah Nelson on
Karen Silkwood
& related issues
BCM Spring
Retreat

-

March

25

26

27

8

2

9

Greek Week
Games & Greek
sing
Game Night

Greek Games at
Lk. Claire
Final Awards
Party

Greek Week
Theme Party

Greek Week

1

30

BCM
Josh Mcdowell
'How to be a
Good Lover'

Student
Talent Night
8 pm SCA

Trading Places
Outdoor Movie
Lk. Claire

. 28

3

4

Student Talent
Showcase
8pm SCA

Coors Video:
Now for
Something ...
Different
8:30 pm _Knights
Den
·

10

11
Green Ent.
Kodak Photo
Seminar

5

- 6.

Miss UCF Pageant-Preliminary to
Miss Florido SCA
ADPi Luau

BCM
Bike-A-Thon
Karate
. Tournament
11am-6pm
Road Rally
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LEGISLATIVE REPORT
March 6,1984

MEASURES ACTED UPON:
BILLS
16-49 (Concerning Special Committee on Parking Fines)
lntroducer:Ch. Andrea Darner
Vote:passed by acclamation
Establishes a special committee to investigate and act as a
"watchdog" for a period of three months over the revenues
raised by parking fines.
16-50 Concerning Secret Ballot Voting on Legislation
lntroducer:Pro Tern Cindy Spraker
Ch. Stuart James
Vote:passed by acclamation
Provides for only a "Public Ballot" vote on Legislation if
requested by 3 senators. The senator must sign his or her ballot
if it is to be c9unted in the vote. At no time shall the Senate
hold a "secret ballot" vote on any legislation.
16-51

Amending the Finance Code,Concerning Non Senatorial Absenses
on Activity and Service Fee Committee
·
/
lntroducer:OAF Committee
Vote:passed (17)yes (l)no
After any member accrues 3 unexcused absences, he· shall be
removed fr.o m the A&SF Committee, and the total membership shall
be decreased accordingly. .

16-53 Lo~ming 54,000 to the FUTURE Newspaper
lntroducer:Ch. Mary MacArthur
Vote:passed
Loans the FUTURE Newspaper $4,000 for opera,ting costs,
to be re-paid by August 31, 1984.

RESOLUTIONS
. 16-29 Concerning Library Funding
lntroducer:Ch. Stuart James
Pro Tern Cindy Spraker
Vote:pass~d by acclamation
Expresses Student Government's support for the efforts of the
Board of Regents to obtain increased funding for our libraries
16-30 Concerning Voter Registration Drives
-

lntroducer:Ch. Stuart James
Pro Tern Cindy Spraker
Vote:passed by acclamation
Recommends that a voter registration drives be held this semester,
i!1· the Summer, and two in the fall before the November Election,
with the goal of registering a minimum of 2500 students. It also
· urges that a permanent voter registration center be established
on campus.
16-31 . Concerning Career Service Salaries
lntroducer:Ch. Stuart James
Pro Tern Cindy Spraker
Vote:passed by acclamation
Supports the proposed amendment in the State Legislature
stating that any legislatively mandated salary increases
in the Career Service and A&P positions funded by A&SF
monies shall be provided for by general revenue appropriations.
Respectfully Submitted by the Sixteenth Student Senate
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Saban ready to build

Spring training
begins for Knights
by Mike Rhodes
Sports editor

part of the season. But Saban
expects his "building with experience" principle to pay off.
In an interview with the
Future Wednesday, Saban
said, "We have a good foundation and we hope to build
on that'now."
Of the 58 players ~ho showed up, at least 10 were walkons who hope to earn a posi·
tion on the team and possibly
one of the 65-70 scholarships
that will be offered beginning
in August. More of those
scholarships may be available
than expected. Saban said
that some players are having
grade problems and may lose
their eligibility if they are not
remedied. Saban said that
most of those students were
excused from spring practices
so they might concentrate
their efforts on academics. A
total of fifteen players ar·e not
practicing eithe~ because of
grades or injuries.

Head football coach Lou
Saban began putting together
his 1984 edition of the
Fighting Knights football
team Monday, as 58 players
turned out for the first day of
spring practice. Saban enters
into his second year as UCF' s
head coach, with hopes of improving on last year's 5-6
record.
@
Problems lie in both the of:J
? fensive and defensive lines.
-~ After hls first full year of
~ organized recruiting, Saban
1
L
~ has added eight new prospective linemen to supplement
Saban hopes to build depth in his lines. Here, linemen drill on the blocking sled.
his returning veterans. The
Knights lost only one lineman
to graduation-center Jim
Bray.
According to Saban, the
biggest problem the Knights
suffer from is lack of depth.
by Scott Gunnerson
paced the Knights, both with Bergman on Tim Newsome's This was evident after inFuture sports
three hits, two runs and a tri- hit. Then both Thompson and juries last year cost UCF
ple. But it was Butch Vinson Newsome scored on Mike some big games in the latter
Spring, page 33
On Wednesday afternoon who threw out Walt Yurkanin Burke's double to left field.
St. Xavier (6-3) of Chicago at the plate, to end the top
St. Xavier struck again in
brought the winds of Lake half of the ninth inning to the third inning when lead-off
19ff4 UCF Football' SChedule
Michigan with them to do preserve a 9-9 tie.
hitter Nick Reed singled to
The team from the City of right field and reached third
battle with the Knights. John
Sept. i
Boling, St Xavier's starting the Big Shoulders drew first on an error by Knight shortBethune-Cookman
.Home·
pitcher who completed the blood in the first inning when stop Schulz. Reed then scored
Sept. 8
game, allowed only 10 hits, Don Thompson reached on a · on a long fly ball to center
Away
.Northeast ~ouisiana
but allowed nine runs and single to right field. Thomp· field by 'Burke . to put St.
Home
Sept. lp
struck out eight Knights. Tim son advanced on errors by Xavier ahead 3-1.
Georgia Sout~enr
'
Boling started off the third
Barker and Wayne Schulz UCF's Butch Vinson and Jay
Sept.
Wes
~entucky.
inning by striking out the
_A..Wiiy
first Knight batter, Bryan
Sept. 29
, Southwest Texas State' Away
Holzworth. Then Boling turned around and walked Odie
Oct. 6.
Akron
Home
Koehnke. Boling walked eight
throughout the game.
Eastern Kentµcky
Oct. 13
Avray
Koehnke stole second and
scored when Schulz hit a tri- .
Illinois State
Home
Oct. 20
ple to center field. Schulz then
scored when Bergman singled
Home
Oct. 27
Austin-Peay State
past the second baseman to
bring the score to 3-2, St.
Nov. 3
Indiana State
. Away
Xavier.
In the fourth inning St.
'
Nov. 1.0
Furman
Away
Xavier's Mike Zunica led off
· with a double to right field
Nov. 17
OPEN
OPEN
and Jim Minton followed with
a walk. Bob Zeeb singled to
load the bases and Reed hit a
shot to left field that resulted
in a double that cleared the
bases. Reed scored on an infield hit by Tim Newsome
which boosted St. Xavier's
lead to 7-2. Newsome's hit
O.J. Simps.on, former NCAA "Final Four," Kenwas a bunt that had eyes. The Heisman Trophy winner, will tucky Derby, The Masters
ball rolled down the left field headline a list of sports golf tournament and many
Jine as if it were taking a celebrities hosting a unique others. High bidders will also
sobriety test and hit third auction in Orlando, May 17, receive round -trip air
base. While The Knight which will help the UCF foot- transportation to most
defense waited for the ball to ball team's bid to jump to events.
go . foul Reed wasted no time Division I-AA.
The auction's net proceeds
~ in racing home with another
Billed as "0.J. 's Gate will go directly to support the
~ run.
Crasher!'' the auction will UCF football program, pro~ The Knights got back two · focus attention on many viding a major boost in its ef~ of the runs in the bottom of "hard-ticket" sporting forts to achieve Division
·:;:
~ the fourth when Bollng walk- events. Some of those to be of- I-AA status in collegiate
Pitcher Doug Swanson fires one down the pike against Cpl- P.d Donnie Rixie, and Tim fered include the 1984 World standings.
Series, U.S. Open Tennis
by College.
St. Xavier, page 36 Finals, Indianapolis 500,
Simpson, page 34

Knights-St. Xavier duel to tie
as darkness ends game early

Simpson tO he.Ip UCF
raise funds for football
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Vols dump Knights
by Scott Gunnerson
Future sports

,
Playing under threatening
weather and dark skies, the
University of Tennessee
VoJ.unteers knocked · UCF
starting pitcher Torn Robert- ,
son out of the box in the first
inning with three runs and
went on to win the game 9-2.
The Volunteers; who start
South Eastern Conference
play again next week at home
against the University of
Georgia, got 10 hits off
Knight pitching, including
four in the first inning.
The game was called at the
end of eight innings when
head umpire Bob Davis made
· the decision it was too dark to
continue the game safely. But
he called the game too early. ·
·The darkness w~s caused by
· the heavy buildup of clouds to
the west. About the time
everyone was packed up and
ready· to go, the . sun broke

through the gap between the
clouds and the horizon. But
unlike a rain delay, this game
was over.
Trouble for the Knights
started when Robertson walk·
ed Tennessee's Alphonso .
Martin, the Vols second man
up. Martin was walked three
times. over the course of the
game and he scored all three
times. Alan Cockrell followed
with a single and David
Turner better.ed that with a
double to left field . to score
Martjn. Two more singles by
Greg Newsom and Pat Hyatt
helped put two more runs on
the board.
The Knights answered back
in the bottom of 'the first
when Jay Bergman reached
base after being hit by
Richard Rodriguez's wild
pitch. Joe Patitucci singled to
center field ·and Rodriguez
then put Ben Spitale on base
when he was hit by a pitch.
Butch Vinson delivered a fly

'

UCF first baseman Ben Spitale attempts to pick of runner against Colby Monday. ·
ball to right field, scoring
Bergman from third base to
make the score 3· l in favor of
the Volunteers.
With two outs in the top of
the
.fourth
inning,

Tennessee 's Ronny Long
reached base when UCF pitcher John Groth,· in relief of
Rodriguez since the second innirig, could not find the strike
zone. Long stole second base

and made it to third base on
an error charged to UCF's
· catcher. Long scored on a
single· by leadoff hitter Tom
Vols, page 33

THE HAIR SHOP
Precision Style Cut $8.00
FULL SERVICE SALON ·

'

WALK-INS WELCOME

10509 E. Colonial Dr.
(Winn Dixie Center)

.UNION PARK

282-1700
Daily 9.5 &Thurs. tn a

•e48HOUR KODAK SLIDE PROCESSING
•AMATEUR AND PROFESSIONAL FINISHING AVAILABLE
•FILM PROCESSING AS FAST AS YOU NEED IT
•CAMERA REPAIRS
•FULL LINE OF PHOTOGRAPHIC DISPLAY PRODUCTS:
mats, frames
•PROFESSIONAL PRINT DISPLAY PREPARATION:mountlng,
texturlzlng,and sprayJng
_¥ember: Professional Photographic So.ciety of Central Florida
I

.~

-

OPEN M-F 10;00-6;00

101% Student

SAT. 10;00-5;00
677-5558

Discount

We've designed our whole
company around what you need,
temporary I part-time
employment.
EC'.Jrn while you learn,
wo'rk where and
when you want.
Call
For more
Info
Marketing

-

857-9110

Orlon do
855-8118

Winter Park
647-8118

THE UNCOMMON IMPORT

Data Entry

DOSEQYIS

R~search

•Secretarial
•Word
Processing

l\orrell
~--····
~RVICES,IHC.
647-7118

CERVE CERIA MO CTEZUMA. S A

•Accounting
•Clerical
•Data Entry
•Market
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Spring---------- from page 31
"Injuries have killed us (in
the past)," said Saban. Some
of last year's injuries are still
plaguing the Knights. Saban
expressed concerns over offensive tackle Preston
Roberts, who is still recovering from a back injury, and
guard Charlie Miller, who sustained a severe knee injury
last year., Saban does expect
both to be ready to play in the
fall.
Saban said that standout
freshman running back Elgin
Davis . looks sharp and
quarterback Dana Thyhsen
also looks good as he enters
his senior ye~ holding virtually every UCF passing
record. With Thyhsen' s imminent graduation, Saban has
recruited three prospects. But
none of the 26 athletes that
Saban and his staff has
recruited will practice in the
spring. All the expectations
placed -on these new signees
·will have to be put aside until
the team resumes practice in
·the fall. The Knights will
practice for only . 19 days
before their first game Sept. 1
against Bethune-Coo~man at
Orlando Stadium.
Right now the UCF
coaching staff is concentrating on the matters at
hand. The ·staff consists of
three full-time .members, a

Baseball--~----------frompage32

Stamps to right field.
· In the sixth inning UCF's
Tim Barker single through a
gap in the volunteer defense
on the right side of the infield.
Then Barker stole second
base, his 25th steal of the
season, and scored on an error
by Newsom to bring the score
to 4-2.
Walks spelled doom ·for the
Knights as they gave six Tennessee batters .free J?ases in
the seventh and eighth innings. In those two innings the
Volunteers scored five runs to
give them the final 9-2 advaritage.

few part-time members and
numerous others who lend
their services. A recent additi<m to the staff is Dennis
Scott, a linebacking coach
from West Point who replaced J.D. Davis. · "The guts of
our ball club are sophomores
and freshmen," said Saban.
The staff faces an immense
task in educating the m~w
players and shaping the team
into a Division I-AA competitor.·
The new Knight squad will
test their new skills April 7 at
10 a.m. in a co.n trolled intrasquad scrimmage. Saban said
that the scrimmage would
more closely r~semble an extended practice. "We are en. joying the progress we are
making, a;nd we hope to make
as much as we did last year,"
he said.

Players _;un through drills in

practic~ T~esday

as Coach Saban l.o oks on.

.In 1886, following a shipwreck off the west coast of Africa, an infant
child became part.of a family of apes who raised and protected him.
As he grew, he learned the laws of.the jungle and eventually claimed
the title, Lord of the Apes.
Yet, years later, wheIJ. he was returned to civilization, he would remain
uncertain .as to which laws he should obey ... those of man ...
or those of the jungle.
Now, the director of "Chariots·of Fire" captures this epic _adventure ·
of a man caught between two different worlds.

NEGLECT
CAN KILL,TOO.
IT JUST TAKES
A UTILE LON.GER.
Child abuse iii most minds is
synonynmus w11h battered children. But the awful !act 1s that
thousands or parents arc abusing thcir dii ldn:n by kaving
them alone.:. I Cs called ncglcct.
and it rnn mean a lm:k of love.:
a~ wel l as a fack of food. doth. ing and shdtcr. A.nd just as in .
the other r1irn1s ol ch tld abusc physi1:;1l. sexual :till.I c111ot1onal
- 1t cm aml lirtc.:n doc.:s rc.:~ult
111 death . Ead1 ~car um.: 1111111011
cliildrcn Ic.:c.:l thc pain 111 child
aht1~L' ncc.:dlcssl). ccdlc.:~,t)
hccausc 11 can be prc.:,c111cd ii
)Oll hdp.

Abused children are
helpless.
Unless you help.

GREYSTOKE
J . -T'.ARZANr
TH E LEGEND OF -

~

-~

---~

-~

LORD OF TH E APES

A HUGH H\_JDSO FILM tarring RAL PH RICH:\RDSO:\ - I.-\:\ H O I.:\1 -.J.-\ :-.I ES FOX ancl"introcluci ng CHRI STOPH ER LA!\.IBERT
AND I£ MacDOWE LL lusic tw _JO l I 'SCOT !' Proc! ucccl b~ Hl "(; H H l "DSO:\ and STA:\ LE \' S. CA:\T ER
Screenp lay by P. H . VAZA K a nd II C H AEL Al 'STI Based 0 11 th c s 1or~ 'T ARZA. O F T H E APES" by EDCA R RI C:E B l ' RROl 'G H
a.«~n.•1Dau-t,mtbl~ef,.D .
Directed bvl H l G H Hl DSON
l·IK/A:>.• lr.11kn1.u~ I \ Kl ·"
FROM IMRNERBllOSm
11\\ 11 ,·11 Ii\ h l1ot.11 K1tt' t\11111111J{h' . 1111 .11111
A WARNER COMMUN1CAT10NS COMPANY
u't'd In

\ \ ', 1111,• 1 t\111'

l1u h\

fN' l 1111"11111

• ,........ Mlt•lll'IOS w< •.n •..,.11 •rM"""t'. CI

Wrile: N.ationat·Comm1ttee for
•

Pre11en11on of Child Abuse.
Box 2866 Chicago Ill 60600

A Public Service of This Newspaper " " &The Ad11ert1s1ng Co,1ncil [::,~: !

At theaters everywhere Friday, March 30.
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Break pays off Cs crew
rows with Vale squad
by Pe.te Clapham
Future sports

~

i

£

&
· Coach Lou Saban,far left, and Athletic Director Bill Peterson, far right, listen as formal announcement of auction was made Wednesday.
from page 31

Simpson

Simpson accepted the invitation to host the festivities
from his former mentor at the
Buffalo Bills, Lou Saban,
UCF's head coach. During
Simpson '.s illustrious NFL
career, he established the individual season rushing
record of 2,033 yards in 1973,
becoming the second leading
rusher in NFL history.
Since his retirement from
football in 1978, Simpson has
established himself as an actor and television star. His
credits include colo~ commentator for the 1976 Summer
Oiympics, 1984 Winter Olympics and the upcoming 1984
Summer Olympics · in Los
Angeles. Simpson is a product spokesman and also contributes his time and talents
to charitable organizations
throughout the world.

"0.J.'s Gate Crasher!" is eight. All contributions will
supported by an advisory be tax deductible.
Robert Fraley, spokesman
committee that has worked to
secure the highly sought-after for the advisory committee
tickets. Joining Simpson on noted at the press conference
the panel are Arnold Palmer, held Wednesday that "this is
Larry Gu~st, Robert Fraley, a marvelous opportunity for
Charley McClendon, Lo·u Orlando to show its support
Saban and George Steinbren- for UCF football," he said.
ner.
"Evidence of the incredible
In addition to the live auc- response to this campaign is
tion for 15 major sports spec- shown in commitments for
taculars, a second series of over 70 percent of all
events, including skybox available tickets and table
tickets for University of · reservations before the formal
Florida · and Florida State announcement."
University football games,
tickets to several bowl games
"O.J.'s Gate Crasher!" will
and auto rac-es will be offered be held at the Bahia Shrine
through drawings for the at- Temple, 60 West Gore St.,
tendants.
Orlando, May 17 beginning at
Tickets are available at 6 p.m. For more information
$100 per person and a limited . contact Steve Slack (305)
number of reserved tables re- 645-2727, or Noel Moore (305)
main at $1,200 per table of 647-4300.

The UCF crew team emerged victorious in its first encounter with crosstown rival'
Rollins College and captured
the overall points trophy for
the fourth straight year
March 10 in the Orange County Rotary Club's Metro Cup
Regatta on Lake Maitiand in
Winter Park. ·
The UCF women's crew
played a major role in the win,
with aggressive rowing,
.defeating the heavily favored
Lady Tars in two out of three
races.
, In the first race, coxswain
Ellen Pierson guided the
women's junior varsity fourmember team as they blew by
Rollins, who had opened an
early lead, for UCF's first win
·of the day. Then, in a surprising upset, UCF's women's
varsity four-member team
cruised to an easy win over
the stronger Lady Tars: But
the Tars' power was too much
in the women's eight-member
event, as they took a first
place finish .ahead of the Lady
Knights.
In the men's events, the
UCF freshmen eight-man
team set a course record of
6:16 over 2,000 meters, again
over a tough Rollins squad.
The scrappy Tars struck back
in the lightweight fourmember event, thumping the
Knights in a heavily contested race. UCF' s men
regained their composure in
the men;s varsity eight-man

e

~ .C°Qee~e

event, as they ran away from
Rollins in the last event of the
day.
In racing action last Saturday at the President's Cup
race in Tampa, the Knights
hard work over spring break
paid off. o ·ver the course of
the break, UCF practiced
twice a day and made some
shifts in personnel; a move
that was to make a major clifference in this race.
The presence of Yale
University, anationally dominant rowing .college who,
along with Harvard University, introduced rowing to the
United States as the oldest intercollegiate sport in 1852,
made for a tense scenario. But
the UCF freshmen crew cast
off Yale's predominance, rowing hard to defeat two Yale
squads, as well as Rollins,
Tampa and Jacksonville~ to
bring home a gold medal for
the Knights.
The women's team shared
in the limelight too, as · they
won gold m~dals in the
lightweight four- and eightmember races in the junior
varsity division. The Lady
Knights varsity crew ran a
close ·second to Yale over the
1,000 meter course.
In one of the final r~ces of
the day, the men's varsity
eight crew finished fourth
behind two of the three Yale
boats and .Jacksonville.
The Knights fared well in
the overall points trophy, second only to Yale, and ahead
Crew, page 36·

!>Mtitute

·

. ~ ~ uUaggage ffie~Opy

'84 SuFnmer Term
May, 3 thru Aug. 3 J
Day and Night Classes
(305) .628-1933

' Didn't you know that if you're a senior with the promise of a $10,000
career-oriented job, you could have the American Express' Card?
Where have you been?
Asleep?
Because for s<;)lne time American Express has been saying that we believe
in 'your future. But even more than that. We believe in you now. And we've
been proving it. A $10,000 job. That's it. No strings. No gimmicks. And this
offer is even good for 12 months after you graduate.
But why do you need the American Express Card now? First of all, it's a
good way to begin to establish your credit history. And you know that's
important. Of course, the Card is also good for vacation travel, as well as
for shopping for things like a new stereo or furniture. And because the Card
is recognized and welcomed worldwide, r ._ :;... so are you.
- So call 800-528-8000 for a Special
Student Application or look for one at
your college bookstore or on your
campus bulletin boards.
The American Express Card. Don't
leave school without it:M

Look for ~n application on campus.

-

llf>5 Louis1on,o Ave, Suite 107 Winter Pork. Florida ~2789

~-H

IOIPIAN
EDUCATIONAL
CENTER

Course

Class Starts

MCAT .
LSAT
GRE .
GMAT

March 17
March 27
April 12
April 29

22~8 Winter Woods Hlvd.
Winter Park, Florida 32792
San Jos~ Exec. Center
We reserve t he right t.o cancel any class for
which there is insufficient l!flTOllment.
· Call for details
Days.Evenings.or Weekends

678-8400
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<rambrf bge .tt"trcle
Save Dad .$9,000
-

'

Live In A NeW Townhome
For Him ·
.

.

'

///

when your dad buys a new townhome and you live in it he will save
$2,500 on the down payment: ·

, .Quality.construction nnd ·
'..convenient floo·rplnns.
Plus a $2,300 Savings·
:::.

we will pay all cl~ing costs during

.. . . . .

·:

our ;econstruction sale from now
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Only $2,500 Down, .
$331 per mo.*

W/d

,,,

'!'

I•'
i
.

1

, ,

You can own a 2 bedroom 21/2
bath townhome with dishwasher,range,
. microwave,refrigerator,washer,dryer,
alarm system,and more.

Up to ·$7,400 lax Write-Off

Living Room

.

up- - ..--

!

Bedroom
13'. 11•

..Y . ~

"' ·-.:::a:

available in the first full year of
owenership.

Phone Home

~-~·. ... . .

.

L,

..
;

I.

I

Dad really can save money with
your help. We can help you show
him how. Tell dad to call us
today or come by this week.

'

GROUND FLOOR

SECOND FlOOR

University Blvd.

UCF

• $49,900 sole price,$47,400 mortgage amount.
Based on 7Y2% conventional 30-yeor
financing . 13% AP.R. Limited to 3 total loon ponts .
Interest rotes subject to change without notice.

'ii
·c

...

Cambridge Circle

>< ~~
ftl

c
S.R. 50

Call John Nauman or
Hours:
9-5 Mon.-Fri.
Dave Parker
Weekends by
(305) 273-0990
appoint,m ent · Advantage Developement Corp• .
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Sports Briefs
The UCF swimming pool
will be open weekdays from
11 a.m. until 5 p.m. and
weekends from 12 p.m. until
4 p.m. through the end of
spring semester.

•••
This year's Intramural
Wrestling Tournament will
be held on March 29 in the
UCF gymnasium. Weigh-in
will be held from 5-5:30 p.m.,
with wrestling scheduled to
begin at 7 p.m.
Entries, team and individual, are due no later
than March 28.

•••
The Downtown YMCA
and Track Shack are hosting
a lecture series on Health
and Wellness. Topics include running, stress

management and exercise
and nutrition. They will be
on three consecutive
Tuesdays in April, beginning April 3, at 7 p.m. For
more information call the
Downtown YMCA at
896-6901.

•••
Florida Special Olympics
will be holding their district
summer competition at UCF
on April 7. In case -of rain,
the competition will be held
the following week, on April
14.
Approximately 1,500 mentally retarded athletes from
six counties will be competing in the games. Events
will include track and field,
swimming, volleyball and
soccer.
Opening ceremonies, with

"As I have loved you!'

the parade of athletes, will
begin at 9:30 a.m.

•••
On April 28, at Rollins
College Gym, Central Floridians will have · the opportunity to see the incredible
TaeKwon-Do exhibition of
Master Y.K. Kim. The performance is a benefit for
Great Oaks Village, Orange
County's Children's Home.
Tickets are $5 in advance
and $8 at the door. Children
under 9 years old will be admitted free with parents.
For more information and
tickets, contact: Y.K. Kim's
School of TaeKwon-Do,
1630 East Colonial Drive, or
call
898-2081,
the
Altamonte Ticket Agency
and the Fashion Square
Ticket Agency.

Come together as a family.
Come together to your House of Worship every week.

Worship together.
Grow together.

A Public Service of Th is Newspaper ~~~<: ~
& The Advertising Council ~"~'"'/ ~
c 1984 RELIGION IN AMERICAN LIFE

Future photographers ·will go anywhere for a good shot.
Here, a UCF batter gears up for the oncoming pitch.

St. Xavier----------------from page 31
Barker hit a triple to center
field to score Rixie. Barker
then scored on a double by
Holzworth to left field to bring the Knights within three
runs of St. Xavier.
Thompson singled to left in
the top of the sixth and stole
second base. He then scored
from second base on an error
that was charged to the first
baseman Ben Spitale.
But the Knights gained
more ground in the bottom of
the sixth. Barker led off with
a single past the third
baseman. Pinch hitter Kenny
Wright, hitting for Koehnke,
recieved a free pass to first
base. Schulz singled to right
to score Barker. Then an error
by right fielder Zunica scored
Wright and Sc.hulz.
Zunica made up for the error in the top of the seventh
with a homerun to rightfield.

The Knights got back twQ
more in the bottom of the
seventh on two walks, a balk,
a wild pitch and a passed ball
to make the score 9-9.
With darkness closing in
quickly, St. Xavier started
the ninth inning with John
Poehlmann recieving a walk.
Poehlmann was promptly
replaced by a faster base runner in Walt Yarkanin.
Yarkar:iin made it to third
base with only one out. Then
Bob Zeeb hit a deep shot to
right field. With Yarkanin
tagging up at third, Knight
rightfielder Butch Vinson
caught him running in and
fired off a perfect strike to
UCF catcher Holzworth who
hung on for the double-play.
Rixie lead off for the
Knights in the bottom of the
ninth inning with a single to
right. Gierke replaced Rixie

4930 LAKE UNDERHILL
ORLANDO

for speed and advanced on a
wild pitch to second. But Boling put out the fire himself
striking out Holzworth and
Dave Cable to end the game
at 9-9 after nine innings.

CreW--from page 34
of over seven other teams.
Saturday the Knights compete against statewide competition on Clermont's Lake
Minneola in the Florida
Athletic Club's Mayor's
Race. Races will run
throughout the day over a
2,000 meter course.

Send now
for the only
book on crime
·ever written
by a dog!
Get hot
tips on
crime
prevention!

273-6770
SALES-INSTRUCTION~SERVICE

L~ARN

TO
SCUBA.DIVE
$49.95

CENTRAL FLORIDA'S MOST
PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTORS AND INSTRUCTION
CLASSES START
Mon-Wed 4-16 Evening class
Tu-Thu 5-1 Evening class
Saturday 5-19 Day class
SPECIAL PRICES TO UCF STUDENTS
Call Anita or Reid-273-6770

Why be careful with fire
in the forest?
Pick a reason.

,'\rrowhl'l ll is

f!tl!I A Public Service of This Newspaper
~, & The Advertising Council

l~lucbclls

Columbine
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Spring sports programming a good sleep aid
Sports
commentary
by Mike Rhodes
Sports editor

Spring is such a wonderful
time of year. The world crawls
out from under the quiet
blanket of winter and
awakens to the new life
around it. Trees are sprouting
new growth, God's furry little
creatures come out of hibernation, and birds return to sing
out' their songs in the trees.
The scene is just so peaceful it
could make you si~k.
Nonetheless, freshness
abounds.
Naturally, we flock to the
beaches and soak up every
ounce of brown the sun has to
offer. Usually, the brown
turns out to be red and we
find that by the end of our
break, we are a mass of raw
meat with chunks of flesh
that peel off every time someone touches us. So whilst
we nurse our little red bodies
back to health, we stay inside
on the weekends and catch up
with the weekend sporting
events.
Silly us. We should know
by now spring in the world of
sports is a void. In fact, it is
an annual experiment in
boredom. Ironically, there are
events that one might think
'exciting that are actually occurring at this time. However
that is not what television
programming is all about.
Television programming for
this time of year features
such favorites as "The Road
to Los Angeles", which
features Steve Garvey and a
cute success story, and
"Sportsbeat" which features
a crazy old man and a ''controversial'' issue like leadlined jock straps.
The only event happening
in sports that is really interesting is the NCAA
basketball tournament. But
alas, this too shall end.
Viewers are faced with impending ·doom in pro basketball,
USFL football, and my biggest pet peeve, professional
baseball.
Professional basketball is
exciting... during the final portion of the season. The NBA
consists of 22 teams. The
NBA has a 16-team playoff.
So the league plays over 80
regular season games to
eliminate six teams. I love the
sport and admire the talents
and ~ndurance of its athletes,
but I fail to see the logic
behind that long a season.
The wise persons who
decided that an 80-game
season was good for basketball went even further in the
farce when they decided that
the baseball league should
play over 150 games. Regular
season baseball follows a

close third behind bow ling
and golf as the most boring
televised sport in the entire
civilized world.
Suddenly I sense a great
deal of animosity coming
from the friends of baseball,
so I will attempt to explain
my reasons behind this startling truth. Granted, baseball
is a sport, and it can be mildly
exciting at times, but as a
spectator sport, baseball is
the pi ts. Your average
baseball game consists of
eight men (along ·with a few
misguided fans and an umpire) waiting for one guy to
pitch the ball, in hopes of the

opponent not hitting it. If pitchers were to ever do their
jobs right, baseball would undoubtedly surpass even bowling as the world's most boring sport. I am sure many of
you baseball fans are facing a
most startling dilemma, so
I'll lay off for now, but I ask
you to think again about the
real objective in this sport. As
a final comment on baseball,
I'd like to add that exciting
plays like the "walk," rank
right along gum chewing,
chewing tobacco and spitting
as the highlights of any good
game.
A new ~ddition to the spr-

ing lineup is the United
States Football League. Football is an excellent spectator
sport, but 12 months a year I
can do without (and I do). Unfortunately, all television audiences have seen of the
USFL are the New Jersey
Generals. I can't imagine
even the transplanted Floridians being so attached to
them that they don't miss a
game. The network carrying
the live games seems to have
done away with regional programming as well. No one can
get attache,d to a team they
never see play on the tube,
and Florida has two of them.

The trivialities do not stop
here. The networks go even
further by showing us "World
Cup Skiing" (filmed earlier
this year), and "Sumo Mud
Wrestling for Fun and Profit"
(filmed sometime last year),
and "Championship Wrestling from New Zealand" (filmed within the last decade), and
of course my favorite treat of
the year, Ii ve from Now here,
Ark. the "International Frog
Jumping Contest" with the
post-tournament "Loser's
Roast.'' The list goes on, and
so do the viewers ...to sleep, to
mow the lawn, to commit
suicide.
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How would you like to have to call up dad to give him the news that your car floated out to
sea?

Daytona Beach's Fun Fair is virtually deserted while most
beachgoers check out Fixx.
Q)

:;

~

3.Q
<!i

Left,UCF linemen have that far away, Spring Break look in
~ their eyes.

..!;

Future positions available
News editor
Must have taken news .editing,
currently be enrolled in the class or
have comparable experience in
editing and layout design. Familiarity with AP style is essential. Must
possess organizational and management skills, as this position oversees
the daily operations of the editorial
office, including news, features,
sports and photography sections.
VDT experience is helpful.
Working hours vary depending on
the size of the newspaper_.:_30 hours
is an average. Salary is $55 per
week, but the rewards of putting out
an All-American paper week after
week are immeasurable. Apply at
the editorial office in the art complex on Libra Drive. Ask for Julie or
Mike.

Ad representatives
Make money at the Future. Ad
reps sell ads to off-campus
customers, receiving a sliding scale
percentage commission from 16 to
20 percent. Hours are flexible depending on the pace you set for yourself.
Must have a professional and
responsible attitude. Apply at the
Future business office next to the
Health Center. Ask for Phil or Dot.

An interest in campus news combined with basic reporting and ·
editing skills are the qualifications
for this job. News editor assigns and
edits ·stories, lays out pages, .crops
photos and writes headlines. Must
be currently enrolled in news
editing, have successfully completed
the class or have comparable experience from working on a similar
publication.
Depending on the size of the
Future, which varies from week to
week, news editors spend -a
minimum of 35 hours a week in the
office. ·s alary is $40 per week. News
editor is an excellent position to
train for the positions of managing
editor and editor in chief.
Apply at the editorial office in the
art complex on Libra Drive. Ask for
Julie or Mike.

Sports editor ·
Sports editor has the opportunity
to work with a growing athletic pro- ·
gram that will soon be competing in
Divisfon 1-AA. A love for sports and
basic editing and layout skills are
necessary for this job. This editor
assigns, writes and edits stories, as
well as lays out pages. Knowing how
to crop photos and write headlines is
also helpful.
Work hours vary, but a sports
editor puts in 30 hours minimum on
the job. Salary is $40. The experience looks good on a resume. Apply at the editorial office in the art
complex o~ Libra Drive.' Ask for
Julie or Mike.

Reporters
UCF has literally dozens of stories
waiting to be written. If you are
resourceful at gathering information
and have a knack with words then
you will fit in at the Future.
Freelance positions are available in
news, features and sports. We
welcome students of all majors, as
we strive for a diversified reporting
core. If interested, stop by the
editorial office in the art complex on
Libra Drive. Ask for Julie, Mike or
Roger.
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The rites
of Spring

Lifeguards ought to be friendly .

Somewhere on the other side of the masses the Fixx was performing.
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After March 30,

life~

_as we know

,,

it, will never be the same ...,

The' FUTILE!
The staff of the FUTILE, die Future's April Fools parody issue, now offer YOU
the opportunity to be a part of history. For a limited time only, the newspaper is accepting written stories or story ideas for the FUTILE. To participate, drop oU contributions at the Future offices by

noo~

Tuesday. And, by the way, look for the

FUTILE next Friday at newsstands everywhere.

WARNING: The Surgeon General has determined reading the FUTILE is hazardous to the health of UCF administrators, elected officials and
everybody else.
·
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·House-Sit For Your Folksl
.Help your parents earn while you learnl
SUSSEX Pffi\CE
2 bedrooms,
2 baths

$48,900
Sussex Place offers the exciting, carefree lifestyle you've been looking for in an all-new community! Our spacious 2 and 3 bedroom townhome
villas feature spacious designs and a long list of
popular appointments ... it's the ideal setting to
entertain friends or to relax after a long day's studies. And best of all, at Sussex Place you don't throw
away rent while you're in school. You and your
family take advantage ·of growing home equity
and all the benefits of home ownership.
Sussex Place is conveniently located off Alafaya
Trail ... UCF is less than 3 minutes away! Excellent
shopping centers, entertainment, and major
areas of employment and study are nearby. Fast
access to the East-West Expressway makes all of
Central Florida convenient to you. Take ·Highway
50 east and be at the beach In about a half-hour!
Experience the exciting, very affordable lifestyle
waiting for you at Sussex Place ... it's The Right Stuff!

s325*
PER MONTH
Own the new home you want- at a
remarkably affordable price with low
monthly financing tailored for youl

ANOTHER FINE COMMUNITY BY

OPEN DAILY
10AM.

RESIDENTIAL
COMMUNITIES
OF!f\MERICA*

•$48,900 sole price. $46.450 mortgage amount. Based
on 7112% conventional 30-year financing, 13% A.P.R. lnterest rotes subject to change without notice. Full details
at our sales center.
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305/281-6393

Ya mile east of
Alafaya Trail
on Hig·hway 50
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